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We are excited to present this inaugural edition of the East African Community Law Journal (EACOMLJ), a no fee and open access publication that discusses the various issues and developments in the laws regulating the East African Community (EAC). It also analyses diverse aspects of the laws of the EAC Partner States.

One key request of researchers across the EAC is unrestricted access to legal research and EACOMLJ is an endeavor, among others, to respond to that need. The principal aim of the EACOMLJ is to provide a forum for debating legal issues with a view to, among others, proposing law reforms not only at the Community level, but also at the respective national levels. Put simply, the EACOMLJ aims at:

a) discussing issues and developments in the laws regulating the integration of the EAC;
b) presenting informed analyses of the laws regulating the various aspects of Partner States, especially those with relevancy to the EAC integration agenda; and

c) providing a platform for the sharing and dissemination of legal knowledge in the EAC and beyond.

The EACOMLJ promises to advance a better understanding of a broad spectrum of both Community and national laws and practices.

We are publishing the first issue of the EACOMLJ following the celebrations in commemoration of the twenty years of the existence of the revived EAC. The theme of the 20th EAC anniversary: *deepening integration, widening cooperation* could not have been more appropriate to this endeavor. Following the revival of the EAC with the entry into force of the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community (Treaty), Partner States undertook to cooperate in legal and judicial affairs. To that extent, Article 126 of the Treaty enjoins Partner States to, among others, *revive the publication of the East African Law Reports or publish similar law reports and such law journals as will promote the exchange of legal and judicial knowledge*.
and enhance the approximation and harmonization of legal learning and the standardization of judgements of courts within the Community.

Actualizing Article 126 of the Treaty has included several initiatives coordinated by the EAC Secretariat, aimed at harmonizing Partner States laws and coordinating judicial education and all which have been on course for a while albeit with challenges.

Beyond the foregoing, litigation has for many years been conducted at the East African Court of Justice (EACJ), involving not only the Partner States but also the Community and in a number of cases, the Secretary General has been a nominal defendant. The outcome has been, inter alia, judicial pronouncements which are now guiding the interpretation and application of the Treaty. In the above context, this Journal will highlight some of the discourses canvassed in the course of conducting litigation at the EACJ, regional judicial trainings and the harmonization of laws initiatives. Given the foregoing, therefore, EACOMLJ welcomes not only articles, but also commentaries, opinions, case reviews, conference proceedings and essays of a legal nature.

The EACOMLJ will be published thrice a year both in soft format to be hosted on the website at www.eac.int and subsequently in hard copy. Interested persons may submit manuscripts to progo@eachq.org and copy akafumbe@gmail.com

With regard to citation, it will be cited starting with authors names, title of article (italicised), journal name, volume number, issue number, date of print publication and then page numbers. For example: Anthony L. Kafumbe. An overview of the East African Legislative Assembly, East African Community Law Journal, vol 1, no.1 Oct.2020, pp. 100-117.

We sincerely hope that the EACOMLJ will meet your expectations as stakeholders and that, it will regularly add value to the EAC integration agenda by not only encouraging regular legal debates but also freely disseminating knowledge within and beyond the Community.

Dr Anthony L. Kafumbe

BREXIT: ARE THERE LESSONS FOR THE EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY?

PROF. E.F. SSEMPEBWA

Former Chairman of the Constitutional Review Commission of Uganda, Professor Edward Frederick Ssempebwa is a celebrated Professor of Law at Makerere University in Uganda as well as the Universities of Dar-es-Salaam and Zambia. Professor Ssempebwa, has practiced law both within and outside the courtrooms with distinction for nearly fifty (50) years and is a leading consultant in several areas of practice in Uganda.

ABSTRACT

Professor Ssempebwa, examines the impact of East African Community law on the sovereignty of Partner States. He observes that as the integration of the Community progresses, concerns over the attendant loss of sovereignty similar to those that crystallised in the European Union and were expressed by the Brexit proponents may arise. The response is unlikely to be an exit by any Partner State given, among others, the various trade and infrastructure linkages that render it very costly to dismantle the Community but will this still hold over monetary integration and federation?
INTRODUCTION

In this paper it is postulated that, as the integration of East Africa progresses, concerns over the attendant loss of sovereignty similar to those that were expressed by the Brexit proponents could arise. It is submitted however, that the response is unlikely to be an exit by a Partner State. The explanation ventured is that the six States that form the East African Community (EAC) can easily address the challenges through changes in the Community structures or rules, or else and more likely, acquiesce in the disregard of some of the burdens of integration. It is suggested that the possible causes of disintegration are over the remaining phases of Community undertakings; monetary union, and a federation, over which the spectre of a complete surrender of monetary and or political sovereignty can easily override the cost of dismantling the Community.

The paper, however, focuses on a narrow aspect; the impact of Community law on the sovereignty of Partner States. Similarities with developments in the European Union (EU) are already discernible. Hence, the reliance, for comparative purposes, on the role of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) in integrating the legal systems of the member States, at times, to levels never anticipated by the States.

COMPARING UNCOMPRABLES?

In the context of integration and disintegration, the origins of the EU and EAC are not comparable. Britain has had a history of disdain for European integration. France and Germany, weary of persuading it, on their own, commenced a coal and steel common market and invited other European States to join. Six States joined to form the European Coal and Steel Community. The objective was a free market in the sector. An underlying motive was to integrate Europe out of further military conflicts. The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) Treaty of 1951 was structurally and institutionally the precursor of the EU, subsequent to the establishment of the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1957. Britain joined the EEC in 1973 amidst protests by leaders that sensed a denigration of the “Great” aspect of the Island.

EAC is a second integration project, the first having failed. The politics of the first EAC vacillated between a regional federation and a nucleus for an African political union. Neither was seriously pursued as the three Partner States settled for cooperation over common services and a limited free market. The current EAC is an economic project based on a common market and a monetary union. A fundamental difference from the EU is that, on paper, EAC is committed to a political federation. Assuming a serious intent, the commitment informs progress towards an “ever-closer union”, anathema to Britain in the European context.

Structurally, there are similarities. Although EAC is still in the formative stages compared to the EU, both pursue a common market with a monetary union. The institutional arrangement differs. The EU is administered by a supranational Commission. It can formulate policy and it has legislative initiative. It oversees the implementation of the objectives of the union. As a last resort, it can prosecute legal actions against member States that deviate from the objectives of the Union. An intergovernmental Council at which every State is represented participates in policy formation and approves proposals for legislation to be enacted by Parliament. It can also direct the making of regulations. The principal legislative and deliberative functions are performed by an elected Parliament which also adopts the budget. The European Court of Justice is mandated to “ensure that in the interpretation and application of this Treaty the law is observed.”

In lieu of a Commission, EAC has a Secretariat under a Secretary General, the chief executive officer of the Community. Unlike the Commission, the Secretariat is more of an administrative, rather than an executive, organ, relying mostly on the directions of the Council. The most powerful organ of the Community next to the Summit of the Heads of State ( Presidents of the Partner States) Unlike the European Council of the Heads of Governments of the European States, the Summit has wide powers beyond merely giving general direction and impetus. Its role is defined by the Treaty but, in practice, the whole functioning of EAC tilts around the Summit.

4 Mahiga AP “The Pitfalls and Promises of Regional Integration in East Africa; http://archives.lib.msu.edu/DMC/African%20journals/africa/keafrica/vol11 No3
6 Article 5(2) EACT
8 Chapter Ten EACT
9 Chapter Five EACT
10 Article 11 EACT

2 France, Germany, Italy and three Benelux nations, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxemburg.
3 M. Holland, “European Integration from Community to Union (Pinter 1993).
The Council of Ministers from Partner States initiates policy and shares the legislative function with the East African Legislative Assembly11 (EALA) Members of EALA, unlike those of the EU Parliament, are not elected. They are selected by the respective parliaments of the Partner States.12 Finally, the judicial function; to interpret and apply the Treaty, is performed by the East African Court of Justice (EACJ).13

THE PARTNER STATES AND DECISION MAKING UNDER EAC

It is clear from the institutional structure that the Partner States retain a grip on the integration process. Policies have to be approved by representatives of the States in the Council and endorsed by the Heads of State in the Summit.14 Unlike the EU where decisions are by simple and qualified majorities, EAC provides for consensus at the Summit and Council, with a power of veto.15 Accommodation of differences on the pace of integration is possible through the principle of variable geometry. But in view of the apparent contradiction between variable geometry and consensus accompanied by the power of veto,16 the principle is unlikely to be applied beyond a loose Coalition of the Willing.17 EALA cannot function in a truly supranational manner since allegiance is to its constituency, the respective Partner States. It seems, therefore, that the hysteria by the English, over unfavourable political decisions being made by un-elected and unresponsive institutions in Brussels,18 is so far, not a factor in the EAC project.

BREXIT: AN ECONOMIC OR A SOVEREIGNTY ISSUE?

A cost benefit analysis of Brexit, if based solely on the economic premise, will for long remain inconclusive. It is true that some members of the EU had economic challenges with resultant inconclusive. It is true that some members of the EU had economic challenges with resultant costs to the other members, for example, in the form of increased immigration to the UK. On the benefit side is the access to a single market of over 400 million consumers.

More than 50% of UK’s trade, both export and import is with the EU.19 Sceptics downplay the economic benefits. They contend that, by operating within the Union market, UK is prejudiced by trade diversion from low cost non-EU products to high cost EU products;20 that UK is disabled out of the advantages of new markets of the eastern world.

Immigration was a major boost for Brexit. But immigration is not necessarily a negative development. Immigration can boost the host country’s workforce and expand the internal market, thus enabling the economy to grow while keeping wages and inflation stable. UK has itself exported over one million of its citizens to the EU. Possibly, the UK might “eat its cake and have it” by successfully negotiating to retain most of the benefits of the Union.21 But were the remaining Member States to react with irrational anger, exit could result into crippling barriers on UK trade with Europe. With all that, no analysis has come to a definite conclusion that exit will be a loss or a benefit to Britain, although attempts at quantitative assessment have been made.22

What may not easily be subjected to analysis is dignity; the perception that the EU had assailed the sovereignty of the “Great” Britain. What follows below is an outline account of how the ECJ has contributed to this perception.

FEDERATING EUROPE-A PERCEPTION OR REALTY

The ECJ is the one institution of the EU that was well posed to weave the spill over of economic integration into one coherent economic and political system.23 This created a perception of a deliberate process of federalising Europe. How?

As a spill over from free trade, it became necessary to harmonise the regulatory systems in the Member States of Europe. It would have been ineffective and haphazard to leave the initiative to individual nations. Hence the need for law emanating from the Treaties, Acts of Parliament, plus regulations and directives issued by Council. The ECJ assumed the role of ensuring that this law is effective, and applied uniformly throughout the Union.

---

11 Under Article 14(3) EACT, Council can initiate Bills to EALA and also has power to make regulations, issue directives, take decisions and give opinions.
12 Article 50 EACT
13 Article 23 (3) EACT
14 Articles 14(3) and 11 of EACT
15 Articles 12(3) and 15(4) EACT
16 The EACJ in its opinion in Application 1 of 2008 In the Matter of a Request by the Council of Ministers of East African Community for an Advisory opinion (Advisory Opinion 1 of 2005) labored to find harmony between “Consensus” and “Variable Geometry”.
17 Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda at one time cooperated closely in a speedier implementation of some Community projects in which they were closely linked but did not anchor this on “Variable Geometry”. The move, termed the “Coalition of the Willing” (COW) raised suspicion as to whether it was meant to leave the unwilling States behind.
18 Jonathan Freedland, “The Brexit Campaign is wrong: the UK is already a Sovereign Nation”
21 As suggested by the UK Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson but discounted by the EU. See, The Evening Standard story, “Brexit Chief tells UK: You can’t have your cake and eat it.” www.standard.co.uk/news/politics/brexit-chief-tells-uk-you-can’t-have-your-cake-and-eat-it-p3350296.html
22 Rahel Aichellea and Gabriel Felbemayr op. cit note 19
The first major development in this respect is that the ECJ elevated European Law from the status of non-binding international law to a binding directly enforceable system, to the chagrin of Member States, such as the UK, which followed a dualist approach. For the UK, the development was particularly poignant in view of the constitutional principle that Parliament is supreme. In spite of the European Communities Act of 1972 which incorporated Community law into UK law, and, surrendered sovereignty in respect of EU matters of competence, the perception of possible derogation by subsequent Acts of the British Parliament persisted. So did the notion that Treaties were binding only at State level. But the ECJ decided in the Van Gend en Loos case24 that the European Economic Community Treaty (EEC Treaty) had direct binding effect in Member States because: (a) its objective was to establish a Common Market the functioning of which was of direct concern to the people; (b) the nationals of the member States brought together in the Community must cooperate in its functioning through the intermediary of institutions such as the European Parliament; and therefore, (c) the Community constituted a new legal order for the benefit of which the Member States had surrendered their sovereign rights, although in limited fields. The Court concluded with a broad statement that Community law not only imposes obligations on individuals, but also confers upon them enforceable rights. The result was the doctrine of direct effect through which European law became binding without regard to the nature of national legal systems.25 It also enabled individuals to challenge breaches of what could have remained agreements amongst the States.26

Second, European Law was accorded a status of supremacy over national legal systems. If national law was in conflict, or had the effect of defeating the objectives of the Union, then it had to be disapplied. To the dismay of Britain, the ECJ ruled that the long standing rule that injunctive relief does not restrain the Crown, was to be discarded if it stood in the way of according effective application of, and, remedies provided by European law.27

Third the ECJ contrived a doctrine of indirect effect to ensure that directives are binding on the Member States. The court had to take the step because, unlike Acts of Parliament, or Regulations which are binding when issued, directives may simply oblige Member States to adjust their laws so as to be in tandem with the objectives of the Union. The State is primarily accountable to the Union for failure to follow a directive. Otherwise a directive would have no binding effect in a State, unless the State transposed it into the municipal law. An injustice would have arisen if individuals could not invoke the directive even if it was intended to affect their rights. To counter possible injustice, the Court ruled that in certain circumstances, directives would have effect (could be invoked by individuals against the State) if it would defeat the objectives of the Union to prevent them from doing so.28 But the Court soon went on to rule that a directive could also have effect indirectly to enable individuals to enforce rights arising out of it as against other individuals.29 It was evident that European law was taking on a supranational character, to be issued and applied even without an input from the States.30

Fourth, it was ruled that the States were liable to compensate individuals for loss arising from a failure to implement, or, a violation of, European law. In Francovich,31 a person sued the Italian government for loss arising from Italy’s failure to implement a directive to set up a guarantee fund from which employees would be indemnified in case of employer’s insolvency. Whether a national court could grant the relief was a question that was referred to the ECJ for a Preliminary Ruling. The Court ruled that the relief had to be granted because, “the full effectiveness of Community rules would be impaired if individuals are unable to obtain redress when their rights are infringed by a breach of Community law for which a Member State could be held responsible.”

There are many other areas of ECJ made law making inroads into the sovereignty of national legal systems. A significant development is the ECJ’s attempt to synchronise the constitutions of member States with EU law while straining to avoid a declaration that these basic laws are subservient to EU law. International Handelsgesellschaft v. Einfuhr-und Vorratstelle für Getreide und Futtermittelaufer;32 a Community Regulation was challenged on the grounds that it contravened rights guaranteed by German’s constitution. When the dispute was referred to the ECJ for a Preliminary Ruling, the Court ruled that Community law, being a separate legal order, the dispute had to be decided solely by reference to that law, and not the national constitution. Sensing the controversy the Ruling was bound to generate, the Court went on to opine that fundamental rights form an integral part of the general principles of Community law whose application must draw inspiration from constitutional traditions of the Member States. The attempt to incorporate the constitutional principles of Member States into EU law was meant to allay fears of intrusion in the States’ sovereignty. Nevertheless, controversy continues over, not only the status of national constitutional rules, but also as to the yardstick by which constitutional norms, which are not uniform, can be recognised by Community law.

Then, the harmonisation of standards in support of the single market has meant that a bulk of trade Regulations and directives are issued at Union level to be interpreted and applied by
the ECJ. Some interpretations in support of the fundamental freedoms of the Community are not in accord with social or moral standards in some States, thereby causing grievance.\textsuperscript{10} For example, a directive for the States to ensure equal treatment for men and women as regards access to work was applied by the Court to protect a person who had changed his sex in spite of Britain’s protestation that the directive was never meant to apply to transsexuals.\textsuperscript{34} A source of particular grievance by Brexit proponents is over the free movement of persons within the Union. Unrestricted immigration from other member States was bad enough. But when the ECJ’s concept of European citizenship leads to immigrants, and in some cases, their dependants who are not European citizens, being entitled to the generous social security benefits of Britain\textsuperscript{36} leading to a dependent immigration community that is intolerable. It is not that the immigration issue had grown to uncontrollable proportions. Rather, it is because The UK was increasingly unable within the EU systems, to stem the tide of EU laws/directives that interpreted the Single Market rights liberally.\textsuperscript{15}

OPTIONS OTHER THAN BREXIT

Rather than exit, why did the UK not call for amendments to the law to address the apparent assault on the sovereignty of member States? There are instances when the UK tried to do so. For example, after Francovich, UK moved for restricting state liability to only instances of grave and manifest disregard of European law by a State. But the requirement of majorities from so many States rendered the option of corrective amendments difficult\textsuperscript{36} Member States had to weigh the cost of living with painful Court judgments against disruption of the integration process from which they were benefiting.

A consensus towards disobedience of Court decisions, the other option, was out of the question. A unilateral step to disobey would make the recalcitrant State look ridiculous and would be challenged in the same court. This option was certainly against Britain’s outlook on the rule of law and good governance.

So long as the benefits of the Union flowed, Britain tolerated while lamenting: “Some things at the Court are very much to our distaste,” Prime Minister Thatcher complained to Parliament.\textsuperscript{37} Lord Denning lamented the indignity: \textsuperscript{38}

“Our sovereignty has been taken away by the European Court of Justice. It has made decisions imposing on our statute law and says that we have to obey its decisions instead of our own statute law...No longer is European law an incoming tide flowing up the estuaries of England. It is now like a tidal wave bringing down our sea walls and flowing inland over our fields and houses to the dismay of all.”

Such discontent continued simmering eventually erupting over economic shocks in weaker Member States, resultant disruption of market benefits, the burden of financial contributions to the Union, and, immigration issues.

THE EAST AFRICAN TREND

The EACJ has been in operation for too short a time to assess accurately its trend over East African Community Law. Moreover, legislative activity by Council (through Regulations, Directives and Decisions) and the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA) is yet to intensify. That the Partner States have part surrendered sovereignty is clear through Article 8(4) of the Treaty, by which Community laws shall take precedence over similar national ones on matters pertaining on issues of integration. Nevertheless, some decisions of the EACJ have, and, may continue to jostle the Partner States into the realisation of the real effect of their undertakings.

The earliest of these, was an Application in Anyang Nyong’o v. The Attorney General of Kenya and Others.\textsuperscript{39} The Ruling on the Application in effect restrained Kenya, preventing their nominated members to EALA from assuming their seats until the legality of their election in terms of the EAC Treaty had been determined. An election to EALA is guided by Article 50 of the Treaty against which the electoral rules of Each Partner State must conform. To determine that the Kenya rules had or had not conformed to the Treaty was therefore within the mandate of the EACJ to interpret and apply the Treaty. Nevertheless Kenya reacted angrily, condemning the decision as an affront to its sovereignty.

To vent the anger of one State, and possibly to avoid a similar “calamity “being visited on other States, the Summit hastily assembled and, without following the proper procedure,\textsuperscript{40} approved amendments to the Treaty. Among these were provisions that weakened the security of tenure of judges.

The Summit further displayed its displeasure by trying, rather ineptly, to curb the jurisdiction of the Court. A proviso to Article 27(1) of the Treaty was introduced to the effect that the court’s jurisdiction to interpret the Treaty shall not include the application of any such interpretation conferred by the Treaty on organs of Partner States.
The amendment was most probably intended to admonish the Court for purporting to determine the validity of an EALA election, a matter that was reserved for national courts. But, the Court had made a distinction between testing the validity of national rules as against the Treaty, which was within its competence, and determining the validity of an EALA election, which was not. Since organs of the Partner States have no jurisdiction to interpret the Treaty, the amendment will remain redundant.

Anyang Nyong’o illustrates that, unlike the EU, the six Partner States of EAC can easily mobilise consensus and will not hesitate to amend the Treaty, or cause the repeal of any law or directive with unfavourable outcomes. Why have they not reacted in a similar manner to other decisions which challenge the sovereign rights of the States collectively, or, appear to be intrusions in national affairs? For example, when the validity of the process by which the amendments referred to above were effected was challenged before the Court in East Africa Law Society and Others v. The Attorney General of Kenya and Others, it rejected the argument that amending the Treaty was an exclusive sovereign right of the Partner States which cannot be questioned. On the premise that the Treaty was more than a mere agreement between the States (it was people-centred and created rights and obligations for the people) the Court ruled that it had jurisdiction to adjudicate the validity of amendments agreed to by the States. Otherwise to construe the Treaty as if it permits sporadic amendments at the whims of officials without any form of consultation with stakeholders would be a recipe for regression.... to the past when lack of participation contributed to the collapse of the first Community.

Further, the Court has seized the thin rope of the States’ undertakings (under Article 6(d) of the Treaty) to abide by principles of good governance, the rule of law, and protection of human rights to repeatedly hang the States for abuse of human rights. Beginning with James Katabazi and Others v. The Attorney General of Uganda and Another, no State has escaped condemnation. Human rights are, for the moment, out of the domain of the Court, but could go overboard into national jurisdictions to aggrieved individuals and their counsel, but could go overboard into national jurisdictions leading to acrimony. In Mary Ariviza and Another v The Attorney General of Kenya and Another, the Court ruled that it had jurisdiction to inquire into whether the process leading to the Referendum to approve the Kenya constitution complied with the Treaty simply because due process (good governance and the rule of law) was an issue.

Granted that matters of the Partner States ‘compliance with the Treaty over issues of the rule of law, democracy and good governance fall squarely within the purview of the EACJ, it is a delicate situation when the Court has to test compliance by utilising general principles of constitutional law over specific national rules. Baranzira Raphael and Another v. The Attorney General of the Republic of Burundi was a challenge of the legality of a law enacted by Burundi establishing a Special Court on Land and Other Assets. Appeals from a National Commission of Land and Other Property were to go to the Special Court. One of the grounds for the challenge was that a section of the law made the appointment of the Special Court’s judges, a sole responsibility of the Executive. The economic and political context indicated that Burundi was trying to deal with “a grave historical problem that was intertwined with the Republic of Burundi’s social-political history.” That is probably why Burundi government opted to have some control over the Special Court. The EACJ disregarded this factor in deciding that it had jurisdiction over the legality of a Partner State’s law. Then, relying on the principle of separation of powers, the Court went on to dictate a constitutional superstructure for Burundi. According to the Court, the law offended the principle of separation of powers “in so far as it designates the appointment of judges of the Special Court as the sole preserve of the executive branch of government without any demonstrable safeguards...” thus contravening the Community’s fundamental principle on good governance.

As an initiative in setting and harmonising standards of good governance in the region, Baranzira is explicable. On the other hand, it could be justifiably protested as an intrusion over sovereignty through dictating constitutional standards. Separation of powers is a principle that is understood and applied in varying forms depending on the circumstances of each State. As the Court conceded, there is no agreement internationally as to the acceptable process of appointing judges. Indeed, there is no uniformity even at East African level. Matters of transparency and participation by the various organs of government in judicial appointments are treated differently in each State. A glance at the constitution of Burundi indicates that...
in the appointment and discipline of judicial officers, the State has a strong presence. The Superior Council of the Magistrature which originates nominations is presided over by the President, assisted by the Minister of Justice.49 The government is prominently represented at the Superior Council.50 This arrangement may not be in tandem with what pertains in other jurisdictions but it is Burundi’s constitutional choice based on its own experiences.

A similar move to “constitutionalise” the Treaty is Burundi Journalists Union v. The Attorney General of the Republic of Burundi.51 The press law of Burundi was tested against the requirements for good governance, democracy, the rule of law and upholding of human rights under Article 6(d) of the Treaty. Among other restrictions, the law prohibited dissemination of information relating to the stability of the currency, or that which could harm the credit of the State and national economy, offensive articles or reports regarding public or private persons, reports of scientific research and those of Commissions of Inquiry by the State. While proceeding to declare that these prohibitions offended the Treaty, the Court observed that what it was considering was:

“not a question whether the Press law meets the test of constitutional muster under the constitution of the Republic of Burundi, but whether it meets the expectations of Articles 6(d) and 7(2) of the Treaty.”

The Court then went on to strike down parts of the Press law that did not conform to the Treaty, a disguised process of declaring the constitution of a Partner State as a subordinate to the Treaty.

Then, just like the ECJ, the EACJ has declared the supremacy of Community law over national laws. In Samuel Mukira Mohochi v. The Attorney General of Uganda52 the Applicant, a Kenyan national approached the Court after he had been (purportedly on security grounds) denied entry to Uganda and deported under the country’s Citizenship and Immigration Act.53 Uganda’s plea, that the Treaty could not take away its sovereign power to determine what was in the interest of national security, was rejected because Community law takes precedence over national law. A Partner State can no longer plead sovereignty to avoid its obligations under the Community. The obligation in Mohochi was to guarantee the right of free movement of nationals of Partner States undertaken under the Common Market Protocol.

LIABILITY FOR COMPENSATION

As indicated above, so far the Court’s decisions have not led to liability for compensation. Ordinarily, in the interpretation and application of the Treaty, the Court invokes declarative reliefs, and, directions to the States to abide. But no provision in the Treaty can prevent an activist court from awarding compensation in appropriate cases, and, the EACJ in Henry Kyarimpa v. The Attorney General of Uganda54 has so stated:

“We are of the considered view that the Treaty having provided a right, it is for this Court to provide such a remedy or remedies as may be appropriate in each individual case. And it maybe said that in providing a remedy, the Court does no more than implement the obligation that was not respected. In our view, the legal consequences to be visited upon the State in breach of its international obligation to a resident of a Partner State may, inappropriate cases, include cessation (usually known as injunction in internal law) or reparation (which usually takes the form of damages) or similar or other remedies.”

An award of damages would be a loud wake-up call to the States. It would make the States’ acquiescence in disregard of the Court a less attractive option since judgement creditors would be pressing for satisfaction. For the time being it is, even where one State’s violation of Community obligations has wronged another State. Thus, the Court’s condemnation of the action of one State expelling en mass resident non-nationals from its territory to the territory of another State where they originated has had no effect on the offending State. Neither has it evoked a strong reaction, through the Community processes, from the Victim State.55 Rather, the States have acquiesced in the continued disregard of the Court’s pronouncements.

So long as an individual State’s economic interests are not deeply wounded by another State’s, or, other States’ failure to abide by Community obligations, even the Treaty options of sanctions56 or Court action by the Secretary General57 are unlikely to be brought into play.

EXIT OR COLLAPSE?

Factors that contributed to the collapse of the first Community, such as personal disagreements in the leadership, and, perceived inequities are unlikely to be replayed. Ongoing trade and infrastructural linkages make the cost of dismantling the Community high. The voyage that could wreck the ship should the States decide to continue with it is, the East African Monetary Union (EAMU) Why? The Protocol on the Establishment of the East Africa Community Monetary

49 Article 219 Constitution of Burundi 2005
50 Article 217 Constitution of Burundi 2005
51 Reference 7 of 2013
52 Ref 5 of 2011
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Union requires strict discipline in fiscal and monetary policy as conditions for admission to, and for, an effective monetary union. Judging by the poor history of performance, the Partner States might find adherence problematic. Second, and, what explains the poor progress towards convergence of fiscal and monetary policies, is the fact that sovereignty over monetary policy is a necessary tool in addressing country specific economic shocks which the States would rather retain. It cannot be guaranteed that an East African Central Bank, to which control over monetary policy is to be handed, can manage the diverse shocks. It is likely that some of the Partner States may not qualify to join the union due to failure to meet the conditions. In the unlikely event that they all do, squabbles over the centralised management of economic shocks, and, problems arising out of fiscal indiscipline would soon arise. An EAMU of five or six States is not the sort of project where an exit by one would not inhibit progress. An exit would shake the whole foundation of the integration process possibly leading to a collapse of the Community.
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ABSTRACT

Professor Otieno Odek not only traces the history of East African integration, but also clarifies that Federations and Confederations only exist if there is a common agreement among constituents. Indeed, members need to adopt a common constitution to become part of the federation, while entering a confederation is not binding. In both cases, being part of the federation or the confederation should benefit member states. In the first case, constituents give up part of their sovereignty in order to receive protection, security and economic or political advantages. In the second case, states and provinces enter the confederation to create a stronger entity and enjoy administrative and economic advantages without losing power or authority. He counsels that the establishment of political confederation requires the EAC Partner States to clearly define the mandate of the confederation organs and areas of cooperation. Adoption of a confederation requires the Partner States to make a deliberate decision on what are the subject matter of the confederation arrangement. The partner states would have to make a decision on the applicable legal system and confederation laws and whether a confederation court should be established and the extent of its jurisdiction.
INTRODUCTION

The Treaty Establishing the East African Community envisages the creation of an East African Federation as a political union of the six sovereign states of the East African Community of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda – as a single federated sovereign state.

The idea of an East African Federation dates back to the early 1920s. It gained momentum in late 1950s to early 1960 and lost steam from 1965 to 1999. It regained impetus without steam in 1999 and lost vigour by 2015. Time has proved that establishment of a Federation of East Africa is not only a long term goal but a herculean task. It is time that the ambition to create a political federation should give way to a more realistic lesser federation in the form of a political confederation.

As of now, the tune has changed from Federation to Confederation. The EAC Council of Ministers, the policy organ of the Community, has agreed that instead of an East Africa political federation, what should be embraced should be the East African political confederation.

HISTORY OF EAST AFRICA INTEGRATION

In the past, Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda have enjoyed a long history of cooperation under successive regional integration arrangements. These arrangements have included: the Customs Union between Kenya and Uganda in 1917, which the then Tanganyika later joined in 1927; the East African High Commission (1948-1961); the East African Common Services Organization (1961-1967); the East African Community (1967-1977) and the East African Co-operation (1993-2000).

Following the dissolution of the former East African Community in 1977, the Member States negotiated a Mediation Agreement for the division of Assets and Liabilities, which they signed in 1984. However, as one of the provisions of the Mediation Agreement, the three Member States (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda) agreed to explore areas of future co-operation and to make concrete arrangements for such co-operation. Subsequent meetings of the three Heads of State led to the signing of the Agreement for the Establishment of the Permanent Tripartite Commission for East African Co-operation on 30 November 1993. Full East African Co-operation operations started on 14 March 1996 when the Secretariat of the Permanent Tripartite Commission was launched at the Headquarters of the EAC in Arusha, Tanzania. Considering the need to consolidate regional cooperation, the East African Heads of State, at their 2nd Summit in Arusha on 29 April 1997, directed the Permanent Tripartite Commission to start the process of upgrading the Agreement establishing the Permanent Tripartite Commission for East African Co-operation into a Treaty.

The Treaty-making process, which involved negotiations among the Member States as well as wide participation of the public, was successfully concluded within 3 years. The Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community was signed in Arusha on 30 November 1999. The Treaty entered into force on 7 July 2000 following the conclusion of the process of its ratification and deposit of the Instruments of Ratification with the Secretary-General by all the three Partner States. Upon the entry into force of the Treaty, the East African Community came into being.

ORMSBY-GORE AND HILTON YOUNG COMMISSIONS ON EAST AFRICA FEDERATION

The 1924 Ormsby-Gore Commission was a Parliamentary Commission, with the official title The East Africa Commission. Its chairman, William Ormsby-Gore, later fourth Baron Harlech, was appointed in June 1924 together with two other Members of UK Parliament. The terms of reference for the Commission included to report on measures to accelerate economic development, to improve the social conditions of African residents, to investigate employment practices and to secure closer cooperation between the five British dependencies in East and Central Africa. The Commission recommended that transport and other infrastructure should be improved as a precondition of possible later administrative union. It expressed concern over issues of land ownership and the conditions of Africans living on European owned estates, and suggested that promoting commercial agriculture by Africans could be a solution to the problem of labour migration. Although, Gore report stated that forming a federation at that moment was immature, the efforts to confederate East Africa continued. The report proposed formation of a Governor’s Conference, composed of the governors of Tanganyika, Kenya and Uganda as an informal body to oversee East African co-operation. In 1917 a Customs Union between Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania was formed. Next was the East African Currency Board that was established in 1919.

In 1926, the Hilton Young Commission on Closer Union of the Dependencies of East and Central Africa was appointed. Its report in 1929 re-examined and supported the closer union of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika, but this was not acted on owing to financial constraints.

Following the indecisive UK general election of December 1923, which created a hung parliament, the Conservative government of Stanley Baldwin remained in office until January 1924 and was then replaced by the Labour government of June to November 1924. J. H. Thomas, the Secretary of State for the Colonies created an East Africa Committee, also known as the Southborough Committee, composed of sixteen members including parliamentarians and business representatives, to promote economic development and African advancement in that area. In June 1924, the Parliamentary Commission officially named “The East Africa
Commission” was appointed with the mandate: “To visit Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Tanganyika Territory, Uganda, and Kenya with a view to obtaining as much information as possible in the time available on all subjects covered by the terms of reference to the East Africa Committee, and to report to the Secretary of State on any facts which they may consider have a bearing upon the above matters.”

The terms of reference to the East Africa Committee were: — “To consider and report: —(a) on the measures to be taken to accelerate the general economic development of the British East African Dependencies and the means of securing closer co-ordination of policy on such important matters as transportation, cotton-growing, and the control of human, animal, and plant diseases; (b) on the steps necessary to ameliorate the social condition of the natives of East Africa, including improvement of health and economic development; (c) on the economic relation between natives and non-natives with special reference to labour contracts, care of labourers, certificates of identification, employment of women and children; (d) on the taxation of natives and the provision for services directed to their moral and material improvement.

The commission visited Africa between August and December 1924. It reported that, owing to transport difficulties, its visits to Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland were short, and it was unable to visit any of North-Eastern Rhodesia, northern Nyasaland, southern Tanganyika or the Lake Tanganyika area. Two members of the Commission also visited Zanzibar, although this was not within its terms of reference.

Hon. Ormsby-Gore was promoted away from the Colonial Office in 1929, but returned as Secretary of State for the Colonies between 1936 and 1938. In 1936, he announced that the government had no plans for the political amalgamation either of East Africa or the Rhodesia, and continued to promote education and railway development in East Africa, but much of his time was taken up with the situation in Palestine.

THE GOVERNOR’S CONFERENCE

Britain had administrative control of three East African territories of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika. There was no formal machinery for integration of the common services in the British East Africa colonies. In order to help coordinate them and promote economic development, Britain relied until 1948 on an informal consultative system known as the “Governor’s Conference” which was first held in Nairobi in 1926. The three Governors met periodically to consider matters of common interest and keep under review how common services in the East African region could be provided without a formal federation.

In a 1927 Report to the Colonial Office, Sir Edward Grigg called for the “establishment of a central East African Authority to control main transport services, the customs tariff, inter-territorial communication by land and air including posts, telegraphs, defence and fundamental research.” The Governor’s Conference was the basis for the integrative mechanisms of the 1930s with a permanent secretariat at Nairobi. In order to rationalize the operation of the Common Services, Britain through the 1947 Order in Council established the East African High Commission in January 1948, consisting of the Governors of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika.

1960 VISION FOR FEDERATION OF EAST AFRICA

In the early 1960s, the political leaders of Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda and Zanzibar had become interested in forming a federation. Julius Nyerere, even offered in June 1960 to delay the imminent independence of Tanganyika due in 1961 in order for all of the East African territories to achieve independence together as a federation. Nyerere expressed:

I, for one, would be prepared to postpone the celebration of Tanganyika’s independence for a few months and celebrate East Africa’s independence in 1962 rather than take the risk of perpetuating the balkanization of East Africa. Federation of at least Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika should be comparatively easy to achieve. We already have a common market and run many services through the Common Services Organization which has its own Central Legislative Assembly and an executive composed of the Prime Ministers of the three states. This is the nucleus from which a Federation is the natural growth.

In June 1963, Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya met with the Tanganyika President Julius Nyerere and Ugandan President Milton Obote in Nairobi. The trio discussed the possibility of merging their three nations plus Zanzibar into a single East African Federation, declaring that this would be accomplished by the end of the year and subsequently discussions on the planning for such a union were initiated. At that time their burning desire for the formation of a political federation was captured in their leaders’ “Declaration of Federation by the Governments of East Africa, issued in Nairobi on 5th June 1963. They stated:
We, the leaders of the people and governments of East Africa assembled in Nairobi on 5th June 1963, pledge ourselves to the political Federation of East Africa. Our meeting today is motivated by the spirit of Pan-Africanism and not by mere regional interests. We are nationalists and reject tribalism, racialism, or inward looking policies. We believe that the day of decision has come, and to all our people we say there is no more room for slogans and words. This is our day of action in the cause of the ideals that we believe in and the unity and freedom for which we have suffered and sacrificed so much.  

The Nairobi Declaration was backed by a resolution to establish a specific ‘Working Party’ tasked with the responsibility of formulating the federation’s draft constitution. The idea of a draft federal constitution was out of the realization that such an entity required a comprehensive constitutional framework. However, no mention was made as to the structuring of the respective national constitutions, to accommodate the envisaged federation.

The optimism of the Nairobi Declaration was short lived because differences soon emerged within the working party. The most contentious and fundamental difference was the degree of centralization to be built into the new federation. Adoko Nekyon, Head of the Uganda delegation to the Working Party on “Meetings and Discussions on the Proposed East African Federation” said, he wanted to see the “minimal alteration of territorial constitutions.” Upon independence of the three East African states, a sense of national belongingness and national interest emerged rapidly. It was mainly Uganda’s objection to the surrender of sovereignty, the desire to preserve its fragile internal unity and the fear of Kenyan control over regional institutions which led to the failure of East African Federation. President Obote expressed that the Nairobi Declaration did not commit Uganda to federation and that the questions of relationships and powers were still in the exploratory state. For Tanganyika and Kenya, regional unity involved the concept of a tightly constructed federation. Throughout the negotiations on East African Unity, Uganda’s representative strove to limit the central authority in such filed as foreign affairs, citizenship, external borrowing, agriculture and animal husbandry, mines and higher education.

The last session of the Working Party was held in Kampala in May 1964. The chief target of criticism was the monetary policy and this heralded the collapse of the East African Currency Board. The three Heads of State failed to adopt the findings of the Working Party, as the penultimate conference earmarked for the signing of the draft constitution aborted. The States were more concerned with the pressing matter of economic imbalances, which took centre stage, at the expense of political federation. Privately, Kenyatta was more reluctant regarding the arrangement and as 1964 came around the Federation had not come to pass. In May 1964, Kenyatta rejected a back-bencher’s resolution calling for speedier federation. He publicly stated that talk of a Federation had always been a ruse to hasten the pace of Kenyan independence from Britain, but Nyerere denied that this was true. Around the same time Obote came out against an East African Federation in favour of Pan-African unity, partly because of domestic political pressures with the ceremonial kingdom of Buganda being opposed to being in an East African Federation as part of Uganda but rather as a unit in its own right. By late 1964 the prospects for a wider East African federation had died, although Tanganyika and Zanzibar did form a union in April 1964 the United Republic of Tanganyika and Zanzibar, later renamed as the United Republic of Tanzania in October 1964.

CONCEPT OF CONFEDERATION

A confederation, also known as confederacy or league, is a union of political units for common action in relation to other units. Confederation can be used as a transitional stage towards Political Federation. Confederation is intergovernmentalism which is interaction and cooperation between states and takes place on the basis of sovereign independence and equality of governments. Confederation implies cooperation among the member states over significant issues. This type of government symbolizes a centripetal action, where the individual units coalesce to form a league. The most important feature of a confederate government is that its organs derive power from the member states. Although there may be a common constitution, instrument or document specifying the terms of the Confederation, the instrument does not stand as the source of power for the Confederate government or organs. Rather, in a Confederation, for the confederate organs to decide upon any important issue, it requires agreement of all confederate members.

Usually created by a Treaty, Confederations tend to be established for dealing with critical issues such as defence and security, foreign affairs, common currency, international trade, immigration and labour movement. Confederations tend to work on matters pertaining to infrastructure development segments like aviation, railways, marine, navigation, shipping,

---

roads, postal service, telecommunication and meteorology as well as education, science and technology development. In the EAC context, certain aspects of a confederation are already taking shape and these include harmonisation of the EAC Education Systems and Curricula, Cooperation in Health, Sports, Defense, Peace and Security, Trade and Customs and Harmonisation of Standards and Environmental Management among others.

The nature of the relationship among the member states constituting a confederation varies considerably. Likewise, the relationship between the member states and the general government, and the distribution of powers among them is highly variable. Some looser confederations are similar to international organizations. Other confederations with stricter rules may resemble federal systems. Since the member states of a confederation retain their sovereignty, they have an implicit right of secession. Political philosopher Emmerich Vattel observed:

’Several sovereign and independent states may unite themselves together by a perpetual confederacy without each in particular ceasing to be a perfect state. ... The deliberations in common will offer no violence to the sovereignty of each member’.

Under a confederal arrangement, in contrast with a federal one, the central authority is relatively weak. Decisions made by the confederate government or any of its organs require subsequent implementation by the member states to take effect. They are therefore not laws acting directly upon the individual, but instead have more the character of inter-state agreements.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FEDERATION AND CONFEDERATION

By definition the difference between a confederation and a federation is that the membership of the member states in a confederation is voluntary, while the membership in a federation is not. The terms federation and confederation refer to similar – yet very different – concepts. In a federation, states come together creating a loose (often temporary) union for matters of political, economic or administrative convenience. Within a confederation, member states maintain their sovereignty and often appoint a weak central authority to speed up bureaucratic matters. Conversely, states or provinces that join a federation, agree to give up part of their powers and to answer to the central government, which has the power to enforce laws and regulations. In both cases, we are talking about a union of countries, states or provinces, but members of the confederation maintain a large degree of autonomy and independence – and can (almost) freely leave the union when they decide to do so – while members of a federation are bound to respect the authority of the central government and maintain limited powers.

The distinction between a federation and a confederation is not always easy to make, but generally speaking, confederations assign much more limited powers to the central government than do federations. One practical criterion often used as the key to distinguishing federations from confederations is that in the latter, the central government does not have direct taxing or enforcement authority over individual citizens but rather must depend upon the regional governments to provide its revenues and give effect to its laws governing individuals.

Confederations usually fail to provide for an effective executive authority and lack viable central governments; their member states typically retain their separate military establishments and separate diplomatic representation; and members are generally accorded equal status with an acknowledged right of secession from the confederation.

The term federation is used to refer to groupings of states, often on a regional basis, that establish central executive machinery to implement policies or to supervise joint activities. In some cases, such groupings are motivated primarily by political or economic concerns; in others, military objectives are paramount. A federation is a political system in which individual states come together under the umbrella of a central authority. The decision of entering a federation of state can be voluntary, but in most cases, it is the result of a long historic process or the transformation of a confederation (i.e. temporary and voluntary agreement) into a federation. The balance of power between the constituents and the central government is laid out in a written constitution.

Provinces and states members of a federation do not entirely lose their power, and can enjoy a certain degree of independence. Individual states can maintain separate laws, traditions and habits, but in a federation, the central government has authority over: Defense and security matters; Foreign policy; International relations and diplomacy; Decision to start or end a war; National currency; and Military. In addition, the federal central government can interfere on the legal and economic aspects of the member states/provinces. Policies and regulations approved by the central government apply to the federation members – in line with the provisions laid out in the constitution – and constituents are legally bound to respect such regulations.

In a confederation, the member states maintain their sovereignty and their powers almost entirely, and there is no superior, unified, central government. Depending on the structure of the confederation, there might be a weak central body, appointed by all constituents, created to speed up bureaucratic processes and facilitate communication.

In a federation there is no: Unitary budget; Common military; Common foreign policy strategy; Common diplomatic representatives; and Common legal system. The concept of
confederation is similar to the principles on which international organizations stand.

Being part of a federation or a confederation has different implications for member states. In a federation, the constituents give up part of their power and sovereignty while maintaining the ability of taking some independent decisions – while in a confederation, individual states maintain control over their territories and citizens. In a confederation, the central government has no power de facto, and it is only in place to facilitate the decision-making process and speed up communication. Conversely, when states come together to create a federation, they create a new nation state, with a functioning and powerful central government. The constituents lose part of their autonomy and authority, and the central government acquires the ability of making decisions regarding national security, military, foreign policy and diplomacy.

The ties among states and provinces are much stronger in the case of the federation. Indeed, in a confederation, states agree to come together for various purposes, but they are not legally tied together and can technically back up or exit the confederation whenever they want (depending on the type of confederation).

Conversely, in a federation, there are binding legal agreements that prevent states from leaving the union. Relations among states within a federation are stronger as the different entities come together to create a new nation state.

**SHORTCOMINGS OF CONFEDERATION**

**Right to secede:** the right to secede from the Union is at the heart of the concept of confederation. It can be termed as the culprit behind separatism, or a liberty favoring the units as well. Confederacies are a unified body of individual states or provincial units. These peripheral units are stronger than the union. They coexist, but maintain their separate identities. Each region, canton, or province is considered equal, and has a say in shaping the nature of central authority.

**Weak centre:** a major disadvantage of a confederation is the weak centre. If the central government derives its authority from the states, it is bound to become weak. The member states have majority of the legislative powers, thus, leaving the center with no right to make or enforce laws. Also, significant subjects of national interest, like international treaties, issue of currency, or maintenance of an army may not be handled by the center.

**Financial powers:** a major drawback of the confederate government style is that; the center does not enjoy any power regarding taxation. Levying of or appropriation of taxes in order to regulate the national revenue model is not the function of the central government. Regulation of the monetary system, budgeting, and monitoring the growth of the nation does not follow a uniform policy.

**Internal power struggles:** identities of states or provinces as separate units encourages a tussle for political power. Also, secessionist tendencies are built up easily, leading to an internal struggle between the confederates. The relations between the Union and the states, and among the states, are responsible for creating such fault lines in the confederation.

**Sustenance:** confederacies are not observed as a popular form of government across the world. One reason being that, this type of government is not a longlasting one. Though they are seen to be the most decentralized forms, there arises the question of their sustenance.

**DILEMMA IN INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND REPRESENTATION IN A CONFEDERATION**

Institutional structures of in a confederation raise two issues: degree of centralization and mode of representation. The representation question varies the weight between unit representation one state, one vote and population-proportional representation one person, one vote. Voters have incomplete information and can reduce policy risk by increasing the degree of centralization or increasing the weight on unit representation. Moderates prefer more centralization than extremists, and voters in large states generally have different preferences from voters in small states. This implies two main axes of conflict in decisions concerning political confederation: moderates versus extremists and large versus small states.

**CONSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF CREATING AN EAST AFRICAN CONFEDERATION**

None of the national constitutions of the EAC Partner States refer to or mention prospects of an East African confederation. All the national constitutions recognize national sovereignty and national boundaries; they do not envisage a political confederation. Establishment of a political confederation among the partner states would come with political, legal and economic consequences. The confederation would directly impact the sovereignty of the independent partner states as each partner state would have to cede their respective national sovereignty.

Establishment of political confederation requires the EAC Partner States to clearly define the mandate of the confederation organs and areas of cooperation. Would the partner states be ready to cede limited sovereignty in favour of a confederation? For instance, presently, each Partner state has its own foreign and defence policy, a fact attributed to national sovereignty. Adoption of a confederation requires the Partner States to make a deliberate decision on what are the subject matter of the confederation arrangement. The partner states would have to make a decision on the applicable legal system and confederation laws and whether a confederation court should be established and the extent of its jurisdiction.
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN FEDERATION AND CONFEDERATION

Despite their natural differences, federation and confederation have some aspects in common. In both cases, various states, countries or provinces come together to create a new entity for matters of political, economic and security convenience. Federations and confederations only exist if there is a common agreement among constituents. Indeed, members need to adopt a common constitution to become part of the federation, while entering a confederation is not binding. In both cases, being part of the federation or the confederation should benefit member states. In the first case, constituents give up part of their sovereignty in order to receive protection, security and economic or political advantages. In the second case, states and provinces enter the confederation to create a stronger entity and enjoy administrative and economic advantages without losing power or authority.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FEDERATION

A Federal Constitution generally possesses the following five characteristics:

Dual or two sets of governments: in a unitary state as the name indicates there is only one government. The national government. In a federation two sets of governments co-exist. The national (also called central or federal) government and the government of each constituent State.

These two governments derive their powers from the same source (the Constitution) and are controlled not by the other but by the Constitution. But it would be erroneous to assume that they work in watertight compartments. They govern the same people and their object is to serve the same populace so naturally their functions many times touch and affect each other. They must necessarily work not in isolation but in active cooperation with the other.

Written Constitution: in order to make the distribution clear and permanent it must be reduced to writing and must be made amendable to amendments and changes by observing the procedure laid down in the Constitution itself. Left to unwritten conventions or understanding it would create fluidity which in turn would generate uncertainty leading to dissatisfaction among the constituent units.

Supremacy of the Constitution: the Constitution is regarded as a higher law which is there for the Union and States to obey and honour. None of the Units has the authority to override or disregard the Constitution. In some cases, the Union may have overriding powers but not in relation to the divisions of power. Federal Constitutions guard attentively the distribution of powers and do not tolerate encroachments.

Rigidity: rigidity does not mean that the Constitution is not subject to any change and must remain in the same static condition. But as a corollary of the necessity of having a written Constitution it is required that the provisions containing and regulating the distribution of powers must not be left to the discretion of the Centre or the States.

Authority of Courts: in a federation there is possibility of a State encroaching upon the field of another State. There is also the possibility of the Union trespassing on the rights of one or more States as also the States purporting to exercise the functions of the Union. To take care of such contingencies a federation contemplates an independent judicial body which will decide the rights of the Units and keep them confined within their limits. The Courts have the last word in regard to questions involving the interpretation of the Constitution. The Court may invalidate and injunct any act which transgresses the division. It may be an administrative act or a legislative measure. The Court may be moved by any person aggrieved by violation of the distribution of powers or by any State or the Union.

POTENTIAL AREAS OF COOPERATION IN AN EAST AFRICAN CONFEDERATION

Confederating states must agree on areas of cooperation and the mandate of the confederation organs. In East Africa, the following common areas of interest are ripe for an East Africa Confederation. The proposed subject matter for the Confederation of East Africa borrow heavily from the Union matters of the United Republic of Tanzania and the Protocols already ratified under the auspices of the East African Community.

The proposed subject matter includes: Implementation of the EAC Treaty; Citizenship of the Confederation; Immigration; Service in the Confederation Government; Customs Union matters and income tax payable by individuals and by corporations, customs duty and excise duty on goods manufactured within the Confederation; EAC Common Market and African Free Trade Area; Harbours; Financing of the Confederation and Revenue Raising Powers; International and Foreign Trade powers of the Confederation; Power of Confederate Authority or Organs to borrow money in the domestic or foreign market; Matters relating to air transport; Matters relating to posts and telecommunications; Monetary Union and all matters concerning coinage and currency for the purposes of legal tender including notes; Industrial licensing and statistics; Money laundering, cybercrime and transnational crimes; Higher education; Conduct and setting of common confederation syllabus and examinations; Civil aviation; Research; Meteorology; Statistics; Intellectual Property; Regional Peace and Security – and power to raise army or police or coordinate army or police activity; Appointment of ambassadors or plenipotentiaries for the Confederation; Vesting of judicial power and the East African Court of Justice; Court of Auditors to check the financing of the Confederation activities; Confederation Investment Bank; Confederation Ombudsperson; EAC Confederation School of Administration – to train staff
on EAC integration issues; EAC Specialized Agencies - to handle a range of technical, scientific and management tasks; EAC Confederation Media and Publication Office; and Transitional provisions from EAC to Confederation of East Africa.

Matters the amendment of which requires to be supported by consensus or two-thirds of all Members of the Confederation should include: the existence of the Confederation; admission to the Confederation; the existence of the Office of President of the Confederation; the Authority and structure of the Government of the Confederation; the existence of the Senate and or Parliament of the Confederation and qualifications and elections to Confederate Parliament. Others are the jurisdiction of the East African Court of Justice; and the list of subject matters that form Confederation issues.

**PROPOSED STRUCTURE OF THE CONFEDERATION OF EAST AFRICA**

The proposal to establish the confederation of East Africa must examine what structure of governance should the confederation have. The key structures to be considered are: Presidency – qualifications, eligibility and mode of election – direct universal suffrage, by college of electors or rotational presidency; Senate and or Parliament - qualifications and mode of election; Confederate Supreme Court – composition and jurisdiction; Executive Authority of the Confederation; Institutions of the Confederation such as the Parliament, Council of Ministers, Summit, Court, Central Bank, Court of Auditors, Competition Commissions etc. The EAC Confederation can borrow from the EU's unique institutional set-up which is: European Council, which brings together national and EU-level leaders. The Presidency of the Council is shared by the member states on a rotating basis. Governments defend their own country's national interests in the Council of the European Union. The European Council sets the EU's overall political direction - but has no powers to pass laws. Led by its President, it comprises national heads of state or government and the President of the Commission, it meets for a few days at a time at least twice every 6 months.

Members of European Parliament (MEPs) represent European citizens in the European Parliament. MEPs are directly elected by citizens of EU member states.

The interests of the EU as a whole are promoted by the European Commission, whose members are appointed by national governments. Together, these three institutions produce through the “Ordinary Legislative Procedure” (ex “co-decision”) the policies and laws that apply throughout the EU. In principle, the Commission proposes new laws, and the Parliament and Council adopt them. The Commission and the member countries then implement them, and the Commission ensures that the laws are properly applied and implemented.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

In order to craft an acceptable instrument for an East African Confederation, the structure of the East African High Commission should be analyzed and where possible adopted.
ABSTRACT

Caroline Lichuma and Florence Shako posit that the goal of any modern insolvency regime is to salvage financially viable companies or to provide individuals in financial distress with breathing room without or before subjecting them to the liquidation or bankruptcy processes. The application of the Insolvency Act 2015 and the accompanying Insolvency Regulations of 2016, they note, is bound to have a more than positive change in the Kenyan insolvency regime. In that context, the rescue procedures should be adequately utilized in order to ensure a lasting change in the administration of the insolvency regime in Kenya. It is hoped that there will be no need to be ‘rescued from rescue’ procedures as a result of misuse or abuse of these mechanisms. They convey optimism that under the aegis of this fortified rescue culture, many deserving debtors in Kenya, especially companies worth saving, will live on to trade and enrich the country.
INTRODUCTION

Before the commencement of the Insolvency Act of 2015, the statutory provisions regulating insolvency law in Kenya were found in the Companies Act, Cap 486 of the Laws of Kenya and the Bankruptcy Act, Cap 53 of the Laws of Kenya. The pertinent provisions of the former outlined the procedure to be followed in the event of corporate insolvency while the latter detailed the course of action to be followed in the event of personal insolvency, or bankruptcy as it is more commonly known.

Despite the dissimilarities in the two regimes of insolvency law there was one crucial similarity between them, that is, neither the Bankruptcy Act nor the Companies Act espoused a rescue culture. An individual found to have committed “an act of bankruptcy” would be declared bankrupt by a court of competent jurisdiction and a corporate body would in most cases be wound up. It is for this reason that the insolvency laws in Kenya were for a long time referred to as the “Kiss of Death” Laws. This reality was articulated in Jambo Biscuits v. Barclays Bank (2002) where Justice Ringera stated, “I think it is notorious facts of which judicial notice may be taken that receiverships in this country have tended to give the kiss of death to many a business.”

The Kenyan Insolvency Act of 2015 is closely modelled upon the UK Insolvency Act of 1986. This latter Act epitomizes the rescue culture. As elaborated upon by Lord Browne-Wilkinson the rescue culture seeks to preserve viable businesses and is fundamental to much of the Insolvency Act of 1986. This Act was the governmental response to the report and recommendations of a multi-disciplinary committee tasked with reviewing insolvency law and practice in the United Kingdom in the late 1970s. The Cork Committee laid the foundations for the so called rescue culture and argued that a good, modern system of insolvency law should provide a means for preserving viable commercial enterprises capable of making a useful contribution to the economic life of the country.

“We believe that a concern for the livelihood and well-being of those dependent upon an enterprise which may well be the lifeblood of a whole town or even a region is a legitimate factor to which a modern law of insolvency must have regard. The chain reaction consequences upon any given failure can potentially be so disastrous to creditors, employees and the community that it must not be overlooked.”

Rescue procedures are thus major interventions necessary to avert the eventual failure of a company. Central to the notion of rescue is, accordingly, the idea that drastic remedial action should be taken at a time of corporate crisis. This remedial action should take place ex ante as opposed to attempting to deal with the backlash that follows total corporate failure ex post facto.

The term rescue culture has primarily been used in the context of corporate insolvency, but the present research will attempt to extend its use to personal insolvency specifically arguing that the various alternatives to bankruptcy do have the effect of rescuing an insolvent individual from otherwise imminent bankruptcy which has grim ramifications for persons adjudged bankrupt.

In this paper, Part I endeavors to summarize the roots of the current insolvency regime in Kenya, as well as examine the meaning of rescue culture together with its importance in any well-functioning insolvency regime. Part II analyzes the aspects of the Insolvency Act, 2015 that espouse a rescue culture for insolvent natural persons. Part III analyzes the rescue options for corporate bodies whose financial position is redeemable.

AN OUTLINE OF THE ROOTS OF KENYAN INSOLVENCY LAW AND THE NATURE OF RESCUE CULTURE

THE ROOTS OF KENYAN INSOLVENCY LAW

Kenyan Insolvency Laws, both the current and previous regime, can be traced back to the Insolvency Laws that developed in the United Kingdom. The earliest insolvency laws of the United Kingdom have a common law heritage dating back to medieval times and were concerned with individual insolvency or bankruptcy. This early common law offered no collective procedure for the administration of a bankrupt person’s estate and a disappointed creditor could seize the effects of the debtor or his person. Moreover, disgruntled creditors had to pursue remedies against errant debtors individually. This is because there was no collective mechanism that allowed the general body of creditors to pursue the debtor jointly.

The Statute of Bankrupts passed in 1542 by Henry VIII introduced the pari passu principle of distribution and directed requisite authorities to seize and sell assets of debtors and pay creditors according to the debt owed to them. Pari passu means “equal in right of payment” and is one of the most important principles underpinning insolvency law. In essence, this principle means that all unsecured creditors in insolvency processes, such as administration,
liquidation and bankruptcy must share equally any available assets of the company or individual, or any proceeds from the sale of any of those assets, in proportion to the debts due to each creditor i.e. pro-rata to the debts that they are owed. This ensures fairness and equity in insolvency proceedings.

Numerous bankruptcy laws followed but in contrast to modern bankruptcy law, their aim was penal rather than rehabilitative. For instance, when the person of the debtor was seized, detention in person at the creditor’s pleasure was allowed by law. Insolvency and the ensuing bankruptcy was therefore seen as an offence a little less criminal than a felony.78

The Bankruptcy Act of 1705 began to move towards rehabilitation by introducing relief for bankrupts through the concept of discharge from debts for those who co-operated with their creditors.79 It is however interesting to note that until 1861 there were two systems in place, bankruptcy for traders and insolvency for non-traders. Because of this distinction non-traders could not be declared bankrupt, the assumption being that traders could find themselves unable to pay their debts through no wrong doing of their own, but rather because of the vagaries of trade. As such they deserved the limited protection offered by the then bankruptcy laws. Non-traders on the other hand were considered to have wantonly defrauded their creditors and therefore were not offered any protection by the bankruptcy laws.80 For instance, a difference that existed between the bankruptcy laws available to traders and the insolvency schemes for non-traders was that whereas the bankrupt’s liabilities to creditors could be discharged on surrender of assets even if these assets were insufficient to satisfy his entire debt, the insolvent non-trader was still obliged to repay the remainder of his judgment debt even though he had suffered seizure of his goods or served his term of imprisonment.81 The Bankruptcy Act of 1861 abolished this distinction and was later replaced by the Bankruptcy Act 1914 which codified the laws on bankruptcy.

It is important to note that throughout this history the bankruptcy Acts never applied to companies. This is because companies as artificial legal persons only came into existence in the 19th century. More specifically, the birth of corporate insolvency laws goes back to 1844 when the then United Kingdom parliament enacted the Joint Stock Companies Act of 1844 and the subsequent recognition of companies as separate legal entities in the seminal Salomon v. Salomon & Co. case.82 Corporate insolvency law, therefore, initially piggy backed on bankruptcy laws and did not assume a truly distinctive status until the advent of limited liability for members of a company. The Companies Act 1862 contained detailed winding up provisions including a provision for pari passu distribution. Later Companies Acts made further provisions for corporate insolvency. The Insolvency Act 1986 combined the insolvency of natural persons and artificial persons under one statutory regime. The Kenyan Insolvency Act 2015 borrows heavily from the UK 1986 Act. The Companies Act Cap 480 of the Laws of Kenya and the Bankruptcy Act Cap 53 of the Laws of Kenya both repealed by the Insolvency Act of 2015 were also closely modelled on their United Kingdom predecessors.

Modern Insolvency Law regimes have metamorphosed in a way that now places a new emphasis on rescue and on early actions to respond to corporate and individual troubles. It can be argued that a fundamental shift in both the law and practice has decreased the focus on ex post responses to financial crises to one that increasingly involves influencing the ways that corporate and individual actors manage the risks of insolvency ex ante.

In the context of the financial turmoil occasioned by the recent global financial crisis and the collapse and/or near collapse of major retail companies in Kenya such as Uchumi Supermarkets and Nakumatt Supermarkets the importance of a strong rescue framework has never been more relevant.

UNEARTHING THE CORE PRECEPTS OF RESCUE CULTURE

The rescue culture which seeks to preserve viable businesses has been said to be essential to much of the United Kingdom’s Insolvency Act of 1986,83 and by extension to the Kenya Insolvency Act of 2015. As previously mentioned in this article the so called rescue culture can be traced back to Kenneth Cork and the Cork committee.84 It was asserted therein that too many financially distressed companies were unnecessarily liquidated despite the fact that they had a reasonable chance of survival.

We would herein posit that the term rescue culture, can and should be extended to personal insolvency proceedings, where an insolvent individual can be rescued from the finality of a bankruptcy order. In these situations, rather than declare an individual bankrupt, the Insolvency Act of 2015 offers reprieve by enumerating several alternatives to bankruptcy. In both corporate insolvency and personal insolvency therefore liquidation and bankruptcy respectively should be a last resort. Where it is possible to salvage financially viable companies or to provide individuals in financial distress with breathing room without or before subjecting them to the liquidation or bankruptcy process then this should be a laudable goal of any modern insolvency regime. Rescue in this sense therefore means offering both individuals and companies a second chance before relegating them to the murky depths of bankruptcy and liquidation.
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The rescue culture is a concept born out of the ideology that in any economy where there is a reliance on credit, risk is inevitable. Credit is contractual deferment of debt while insolvency is the inability to pay one’s debts. It necessarily follows that insolvency is predicated on the extension of credit because without credit there can be no debt, and without debt there can be no insolvency. Both individuals and companies enter into credit arrangements in the course of day to day life. Failure to satisfy the obligations arising as a consequence of these arrangements should not automatically translate into bankruptcy and/or liquidation. Obviously rescue should not be perceived as a mechanism that offers an absolute solution to a financially distressed company or individual. Rather, it should be considered as an attempt to prevent, where possible, bankruptcy and/or liquidation.

Rescue culture should therefore be considered to be a multi-faceted term having both a positive and protective role as well as a corrective and sometimes punitive aspect. Specifically, a true rescue culture means that there should be munificent treatment of insolvent persons, both companies and individuals, in so far as these persons deserve such treatment. For instance, where the insolvent individual or company has attempted to discharge his or its obligations by entering into either Individual Voluntary Arrangements (IVAs) or Company Voluntary Arrangements (CVAs) respectively, such persons should be allowed to try and honor their obligations under the IVA or the CVA. On the other hand however, where insolvent persons are deliberately irresponsible therefore increasing the losses suffered by creditors it follows that the law should not sanction such behavior. In these latter cases there is no compunction to attempt a rescue as it were.

It has been compellingly argued that there are ten key principles underpinning the notion of a rescue culture. We opine that the most important of these principles are that an insolvency regime that espouses the rescue culture should be capable of exercising judicial pressure on an unpaid creditor to accept any reasonable arrangement proposed by a bona fide debtor, and that there is a public interest in the preservation and salvage where practicable of productive entities and enterprises. Where insolvency proceedings have been commenced against an insolvent debtor it may behoove the court to ask whether there are reasonable grounds for protecting the debtor from being declared bankrupt or being wound up, and for not requiring his or its affairs to be administered in bankruptcy or through winding up proceedings.

This kind of reasoning is essential to the rescue culture. In considering what amounts to reasonable grounds it may be necessary to go beyond the interests of individual creditors and consider the socio-economic interests of the community in which the debtor operates or resides. To put this in context, consider the case of Nakumatt Supermarket Holdings Ltd. Once considered the biggest retail franchise in Kenya Nakumatt has in recent times found itself on the receiving end of multiple insolvency proceedings from dissatisfied creditors. Under the previous insolvency regime this may very well have been sufficient reason to liquidate this retail powerhouse. Under the new regime however, with its emphasis on rescue culture where possible, it would be essential for the courts to consider whether there are other options available rather than rushing to liquidate. The deleterious socio-economic impact of “killing” a company as huge as Nakumatt Supermarkets Ltd. cannot be overstated.

One of the most important weapons in the armory of the rescue culture is the moratorium. A lot of the rescue procedures provided for under the Insolvency Act provide for a freezing of creditors’ actions during the subsistence of the moratorium. For example, as provided for under section 559 there is a moratorium on all insolvency proceedings against the company where an administration is under effect. This cessation is not permanent, but is certainly important if a true rescue of the company in question is under contemplation. The moratorium provides the insolvent debtor with the much needed time and space necessary to chart the way forward in as far as improving its financial position is concerned.

In order for the rescue culture to have real life tangible effects as opposed to being merely aspirational it is necessary to concern ourselves with the people who are authorized to take part in insolvency proceedings. Another critical advancement introduced by the Insolvency Act 2015 is the creation of the office of the Insolvency Practitioners. Section 4 of the Act stipulates that bankruptcy trustees, liquidators, administrators and supervisors of voluntary arrangements for both natural and artificial persons must in all cases be qualified insolvency practitioners. Section 5 provides that it is an offense for someone to act as an insolvency practitioner without the requisite authority. Section 6 thereafter outlines the qualifications and disqualifications of insolvency practitioners and Section 8 provides that any person who wants to act as an insolvency practitioner must apply to the official receiver for authorization. By creating and requiring an efficient, honest and properly regulated profession made up of duly trained and qualified personnel it is likely that the ethos of the rescue culture will be manifested in reality.
RESCUING INSOLVENT INDIVIDUALS: THE ALTERNATIVES TO BANKRUPTCY

DO INDIVIDUALS NEED TO BE RESCUED FROM BANKRUPTCY?

Bankruptcy is the status of a debtor who has been declared by a judicial process to be insolvent or unable to pay his debts.89 Bankruptcy law can be argued to have two primary objectives:

a) Vesting all the property which the debtor has at the commencement of the bankruptcy or acquires before his discharge in a trustee for distribution among the creditors pari passu according to their rights90
b) Releasing the debtor from liability to those creditors at the end of a specified period subject to his conduct during the bankruptcy.91

The law provides that there will be an automatic discharge of the bankrupt individual after 3 years, although an application may be made for an earlier discharge.92 During this period of bankruptcy and before the bankruptcy debtor is discharged certain negative consequences follow. For instance, until the bankrupt is discharged all property whether in or outside Kenya that the bankrupt acquires or that passes to the bankrupt before bankruptcy vests in the bankruptcy trustee without that trustee having to intervene or take any other step in relation to the property, and any rights of the bankrupt in the property are extinguished; and the powers that the bankrupt could have exercised in, over, or in respect of that property for the bankrupt’s own benefit vest in the bankruptcy trustee.93 Additionally, the trustee in bankruptcy may apply to the court for an income payment order. The effect of this income payment order is that a portion of the money earned by the bankrupt individual during this period of time may be validly received by the trustee for use in discharging the bankrupt’s debts.94

The problem with this state of affairs lies in the fact that where an individual is insolvent and has multiple creditors it may prove impossible by the culmination of the bankruptcy to fully pay his creditors. The creditors may therefore have to contend themselves with distributions that do not entirely satisfy the obligations that the debtor owed them, and after the bankruptcy comes to an end they will be deemed to have given up the legal rights to pursue the remainder. On the other hand, for the bankruptcy debtor, during his period of bankruptcy he is compelled by operation of law to cede his autonomy to a bankruptcy trustee which has, as has already been mentioned, ramifications for his ability to hold property, retain his incomes or even enter into contracts, a state that may last for up to three years. We would therefore argue that where an insolvency regime fails to provide alternatives to bankruptcy it is inevitable that a kind of lose-lose situation will arise for both the creditors and the bankruptcy debtor.

THE ALTERNATIVES TO BANKRUPTCY

The Insolvency Act of 2015 has been feted for introducing into the Kenyan Insolvency regime a number of alternatives to bankruptcy. Specifically, the insolvent debtor is allowed to:

a) enter into Individual Voluntary Arrangements after a proposal to creditors is made and accepted by them;
b) pay creditors in installments; and
c) enter the no asset procedure95

INDIVIDUAL VOLUNTARY ARRANGEMENTS

Division 1 of part IV of the Act deals with Individual Voluntary Arrangements, or IVAs. One of the biggest advantages of an IVA is the flexibility given to the debtor and his creditors in reaching a mutually satisfactory arrangement.

A debtor may make a proposal to his creditors for a composition in satisfaction of his debts. The proposal has to identify a suitably qualified insolvency practitioner to act as the supervisor. The debtor is expected to obtain the consent of the insolvency practitioner to act as a nominee and submits his proposals to the nominee. The debtor then applies to the court to give him an interim order of protection while the nominee considers his proposals.

The court considers the proposals as well as the nominees comments and directs whether a creditors’ meeting should be held or not. A creditors meeting will be convened by the supervisor in order to consider the debtor’s proposal. The main purpose of a creditors’ meeting is to decide whether to approve the debtor’s proposal or not. This may be done with or without modifications.

If the requisite majority of creditors approve the proposal a court order confirming the same will be required. A debtor’s proposal takes effect as an IVA by the debtor on the day after the date on which it is approved by the Court and is binding on all creditors.

However, a challenge may be brought against the confirmed proposal on the ground that it unfairly affects the interests of a creditor or that there was a material irregularity as regards the meeting. In the event that there are no challenges however, the proposals are implemented by the supervisor. IVAs can only be set up and implemented by a suitably qualified insolvency practitioner. This person is likely to play three roles during the subsistence of the IVA process:...
a) Adviser – the insolvency practitioner will advise the debtor as to whether an IVA is suitable in light of the circumstances
b) Nominee – the insolvency practitioner will help the debtor put together the proposals and make an application to the court as well as organize meetings with the creditors
c) Supervisor – once the IVA has been approved by the court the insolvency practitioner will supervise it ensuring that creditors receive their entitlements under the agreement

Unlike its United Kingdom counterpart, the Kenyan Insolvency Act of 2015 and the accompanying Insolvency Regulations of 2016 have failed to outline whether all debts can be subject to an IVA or whether there are some debts that cannot be settled using an IVA. Specifically, under an IVA entered into in England the following debts cannot be included; maintenance arrears that have been ordered by a court, child support arrears, student loans and magistrates’ court fines. It will be interesting to see whether debtors will be able to utilize this mechanism to settle any and all types of debts without distinction.

A debtor who intends to enter into an IVA should ensure that he has access to necessary income to enable him to meet his obligations under the IVA. As such, this kind of arrangement would be most suitable for a debtor who has regular income e.g. from a business or even from employment. Where a debtor fails to meet his obligations under the IVA, the arrangement will be terminated and either the creditors or the supervisor can petition for the debtor’s bankruptcy.

It may be argued that one of the biggest advantages of an IVA as compared to bankruptcy is the autonomy that the debtor retains. The debtor has a say in how his property will be used to settle creditors’ debts. The implication of this is that so long as the creditors consent the debtor may be able to propose plans that do not unduly infringe his interests. For instance, if the debtor owns a house or other assets that he does not want to lose he may be able to retain ownership of this property for the subsistence of the IVA so long as he makes suitable arrangements to repay his creditors from alternative sources.

This can be directly contrasted with bankruptcy where all the debtor’s property automatically vests in the trustee for purposes of realization and distribution, with the debtor having little chances of retaining any property outside the list of protected property provided for in the Insolvency Act.

SUMMARY INSTALLMENT ORDERS

Division 2 of Part IV deals with this alternative. This is an order made by the official receiver instructing the debtor to pay the debt in installments or in some other way and in full or to the extent considered practicable. Either a debtor or a creditor who has the consent of the debtor can apply for a summary instalment order. The summary instalment order will usually identify a supervisor in charge of ensuring that the debtor complies with the requirements of the order.

A summary instalment order will have to propose how payments will be made over a three year period, maximum. However, if the supervisor feels that the unique circumstances of the case warrant him doing so he may extend this period to five years. During the subsistence of the summary instalment order no proceedings may be brought against the debtor unless he defaults in compliance, or if the Official Receiver gives his permission. Additionally, no proceedings may be instituted against the debtor for recovery of the debts owed to his creditors and agreed to be settled under the summary instalment order. The supervisor will be required to send notice of the order to all known creditors of the debtor in question. Failure by the debtor to meet the payments under the order will result in the debtor being in default. The implication of this is that legal proceedings against the debtor for recovery of debts by his creditors may be continued or commenced. A debtor who has entered into a summary instalment order must inform all new creditors of its existence if he plans to incur an additional credit of one hundred thousand shillings or more, failing which he will be deemed to have committed an offence. The most attractive aspect of summary instalment orders lies in the fact that so long as the debtor meets his obligations to creditors under the order he retains autonomy over his assets. Although the debtor is free to give up any assets he pleases so that the proceeds of their sale is used in repayment of creditors’ dues.

THE NO ASSET PROCEDURE

Division 3 of Part IV deals with a debtor who has no realizable assets. In order for an insolvent debtor to be able to enter into the no asset procedure the debtor must prove that they have no realizable asset, that they have never entered into the no asset procedure before or been declared bankrupt. In addition, the debtor’s total debts should not be less than one hundred thousand shillings and not more than four million shillings and there should be no way to repay the debts in question. If bankruptcy proceedings have already been commenced against the debtor it is impossible for him to enter into the no asset procedure.
The no asset procedure is only available to truly deserving debtors. Which is to say that where a debtor concealed assets with the intention to defraud his creditors, or that the debtor has committed offenses under the Act or has incurred debts knowing full well that he will be unable to repay these debts then such a debtor falls outside the ambit of the no asset procedure. ̊103 However, where a debtor has successfully entered into the no asset procedure his creditors are forestalled from any attempts to enforce debts owed by the debtor. Amounts payable under matrimonial causes, the Children Act and loans to secure the education of a dependent child are still payable by a debtor despite entry into the no asset procedure. ̊104

Unlike bankruptcy which may last for a period of 3 years before the bankrupt debtor is discharged, a debtor who enters into the no asset procedure is automatically discharged after 12 months. Additionally, the procedure may be terminated if the official receiver feels that it was wrongly entered into, or if a creditor with the requisite authority to enforce his debt makes an application to the court to adjudge the debtor bankrupt. Where a debtor is validly discharged from the no asset procedure his debts are cancelled and he is not liable to pay any penalties or interests so long as there was no fraud involved. ̊105 On the other hand, where the no asset procedure is terminated for a valid reason the debtor will not be absolved from liability. The debtor’s debts that became unenforceable on the debtor’s entry to the no asset procedure become enforceable again and the debtor becomes liable to pay any penalties and interest that may have accrued. ̊106

RESCUING INSOLVENT CORPORATIONS: ADMINISTRATION AND COMPANY VOLUNTARY ARRANGEMENTS

DO COMPANIES NEED TO BE RESCUED FROM LIQUIDATION?

Under the Act a company can be said to be unable to pay its debts (or insolvent) when ̊107:

a) A creditor who is owed one hundred thousand shillings or more by the company serves it with a statutory demand for the debt but the debt remains unpaid 21 days afterwards
b) Execution or other process issued on a judgment, decree or order of any court in favor of a dependent child are still payable by a debtor despite entry into the no asset procedure.

d) It is proved to the satisfaction of the Court that the value of the company’s assets is less than the amount of its liabilities (including its contingent and prospective liabilities). This is the balance sheet test for assessing insolvency. Liability is a much broader term than debts. It embraces all forms of liability whether liquidated or unliquidated and whether arising in contract or in tort or by way of restitution or for damages for breach of statutory duty. This may involve assessing the value of assets and judging the amount the asset would raise in the market. ̊109

Insolvency is neither a crime nor a death sentence for a company. It may be possible for a company experiencing financial difficulties to go back to financial health. However, where insolvency persists liquidation will be imminent. Under the previous insolvency regime an insolvent company would have to grapple with the inevitability of winding up proceedings being commenced against it by dissatisfied creditors. In the new regime however, with its emphasis on rescue, a financially distressed company does not have to receive the “kiss of death:” There is finality to liquidation of companies that is akin to the death of an individual. Where a company is liquidated it ceases to exist, becoming nothing more than a memory. Rescue culture in this context therefore means that where it is possible and desirable, a company that is experiencing financial difficulty i.e. one that is in the throes of insolvency should be resuscitated and brought back to financial health and wellbeing.

Not all companies that falter or experience serious financial difficulty in a competitive marketplace should necessarily be liquidated; a company with a reasonable prospect of survival such as one that has a potentially profitable business should be given that opportunity where it can be demonstrated that there is greater value and, by deduction, greater benefit for creditors in the long term in keeping the company alive. ̊110

Liquidation portends numerous undesirable consequences for the stakeholders of a company whether internal or external; the bigger the company the more dire the consequences. For instance, employees are likely to lose their jobs and sources of livelihood, shareholders lose their investments, suppliers of the business lose a potentially important customer, customers of the business may face difficulty in accessing substitute services or products, the government loses out on tax revenue and creditors may fail to recover some of the debts owed to them where the proceeds from asset realizations are insufficient to discharge all the obligations that the company owes. Because of the potentially widespread ramifications of the liquidation of a company as illustrated by the foregoing it is essential to consider alternatives to liquidation that may just save the company.
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THE ALTERNATIVES TO LIQUIDATION

There are two alternatives to liquidation for a company that finds itself unable to pay its debts. The company may either elect to enter into a Company Voluntary Arrangement (CVA) or go into Administration. Ultimately the choice of which of the two alternatives is appropriate depends on the unique circumstances of the company and perhaps, even more importantly, the relationship between the company and its creditors.

COMPANY VOLUNTARY ARRANGEMENTS

CVAs, just like administration, can be traced back to the Cork Committee. The committee argued that the insolvency laws as they then existed were deficient because they failed to provide that a company could be allowed to enter into a binding arrangement with its creditors by a simple procedure that would allow it to organize its debts, and potentially come out of insolvency without being wound up.

A CVA commonly begins with the directors making a proposal to the company and its creditors. (If the company is under liquidation or administration the liquidator or the administrator respectively may propose a CVA). This proposal outlines the possibility of the company entering into a composition in satisfaction of its debts or a scheme for arranging its financial affairs. The proposal will be required to identify a suitably qualified insolvency practitioner to function as the supervisor of the CVA. A meeting of both the company members and the creditors must be convened shortly thereafter in order to outline the terms of the arrangement. The main purpose of this meeting is to determine whether to approve the proposals with or without modifications. The proposal (including any modifications made) needs to be approved by a majority of the creditors voting in person or by proxy with reference to the value of their claims, it also requires the approval of a majority of the members/shareholders present at a shareholders’ meeting. Once the proposal has been approved an application has to be made to the court for confirmation of the proposal. If confirmed, the scheme becomes operative at the date on which it is approved by the Court.

Once a proposal takes effect as a CVA, the supervisor becomes responsible for implementing the arrangement in the interests of the company and its creditors and monitoring compliance by the company with the terms of the arrangement. In the event of default aggrieved creditors can apply to the court for redress. The CVA therefore operates under the aegis of the court but without the need for court involvement unless there is a legitimate ground for disagreement requiring judicial resolution.

It is important to highlight that the law does not prescribe exactly what a company should offer its creditors as part of the CVA. Discretion is given to the parties to agree on the most viable option. However, the point is that creditors must be satisfied that all or part of their debts will be paid during the subsistence of the CVA. The consent of the creditors is essential to the commencement of the CVA. This means that the agreement could be a plan to repay creditors from future profits assuming that the company is able to improve its financial performance and working capital position. Alternatively, the deal could require the company to sell certain pre-identified assets and to discharge the obligations to creditors from the sale proceeds.

Whatever the eventual contents of a CVA the entire enterprise is premised upon an attempt to preserve the company (or rescue it from liquidation), rebuild the sales and profits of the company, while at the same time paying back the creditors part or all of their dues over the period of time agreed upon.

The supervisor of the CVA is responsible for implementing the arrangement in the interests of the company and its creditors and monitoring compliance by the company with the terms of the arrangement. In all other respects however the directors of the company are likely to retain control over the affairs of the company during the CVA. It is only in the event of default that the supervisor may take over. For eligible companies, an additional advantage that could accompany the CVA is a moratorium on debt payments. An application has to be made to the court for authority for the moratorium to take effect in these cases. If successful, the moratorium protects the company from liquidation petitions, actual liquidation, administration, levy of distress of rent by an unpaid landlord, execution, enforcement of securities among others.

Once the agreed period for the CVA is completed and the supervisor has certified that the company has met all its obligations under it, then the company leaves the CVA state. Any remaining unsecured debts (where partial repayment was approved) are written off and the directors continue to run the business for the shareholders. Where a CVA is successful the company is therefore rescued from the “kiss of death”.

---
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ADMINISTRATION OF COMPANIES

Where the reasons for corporate failure can be attributed to the poor leadership of the company, an alternative approach to turn around the financial status of the company and bring it back to financial prosperity where possible is to appoint an administrator. The roots of administration can be traced back to the Cork Committee’s belief that corporate rescue could often be possible where an independent expert is allowed to take over the management of a financially distressed company with the intention of resuscitating it.114

Administration puts a qualified insolvency practitioner, the administrator, in control of the company with a defined plan that most times involves rescuing the company from insolvency as a going concern. However, rescuing the company is not the only possible objective of an administration process115, even though it may be argued to be the most important.

Administration may aim to achieve a better outcome for the company’s creditors as a whole than would likely be the case if the company were liquidated. Alternatively, the aim may be to realize the property of the company in order to make a distribution to one or more secured creditors.

The reality of insolvency is that not all insolvent persons can be rescued. In such situations it would clearly be futile for an administrator to attempt a rescue. The task of the administrator in this kind of circumstance could very well be to attempt to achieve a better outcome for creditors even if liquidation is imminent. Arguably, during liquidation there is often an urgency to wind up the affairs of the company, realize the assets and use the proceeds to pay off the company debts. The problem with this state of affairs lies in the fact that creditors may have to contend themselves with receiving distributions pari passu, but not the full amount they are owed. A liquidator’s key task is to sell the assets, pay creditors and liquidate the company, often the quicker this happens the better. An administrator on the other hand may be driven by the need to implement measures that will facilitate a more than advantageous realization of assets thus increasing creditors’ allocations during liquidation. This is a more than laudable goal of a proper rescue regime. Even if the company cannot be rescued, at least its creditors may be able to have a continued business relationship with the company once the business has been turned around.

Administration orders and liquidations are mutually exclusive. Once an administration order has been passed by the court, it is no longer possible to petition the court for a winding up order against the company.120

Administrators may be appointed either without or by a court order121. For the former option an administrator can be appointed by either the floating charge holders of the company (only if their charge instrument allows them to do so) or by directors. For the latter option a petition to put the company under administration would have to be filed with the court. This petition may be made by the company, the directors, or creditors of the company.

One of the most important effects of appointing an administrator is the commencement of a moratorium over the company’s debts. This happens automatically and continues until the culmination of the administration. No creditor can enforce their debt during the administration unless they have the court’s permission. Additionally, there is a freeze on all insolvency proceedings during this period.122

However, the court or the administrator may give permission for security over company property to be enforced, or for goods held under hire purchase by the company to be repossessed, or for a landlord to conduct forfeiture by peaceable entry or for commencement and/or continuation of any legal process against the company.123

When the administrator comes into office he/she is expected to come up with the proposals he intends to implement in order to achieve any of the possible objectives of administration already outlined above. The creditors of the company will have to approve the proposals with or without modification before the administrator can implement them. If the creditors fail to approve the proposals the court may have no recourse but to terminate the administration. Conversely, where the creditors approve the proposals an administrator will have a period of twelve months to effect them. This is because the Act provides for automatic termination of administration after twelve months, although an application may be made for an earlier or later termination.124

Clearly administration may or may not end up rescuing the company from financial oblivion. If it does well and good, but even if it doesn’t at least an attempt was made to forestall liquidation and its irrevocability. Where administration is successful the company may continue in existence as a going concern, members could experience an enhanced share value because of the regeneration of the business and creditors may be able to have a continued business relationship with the company once the business has been turned around.
POST SCRIPT: FINAL THOUGHTS

With the coming into force of the Insolvency Act 2015 and the accompanying Insolvency Regulations of 2016 we are living in very exciting insolvency times. While the interpretation of the Act may be argued to be in its very nascent stages it is undoubted that there is a more than positive change in the Kenyan insolvency regime. The authors of this paper hope that the rescue procedures will be adequately utilized in order to ensure a lasting change in the administration of the insolvency regime in Kenya. It is hoped that there will be no need to be ‘rescued from rescue’ procedures as a result of misuse or abuse of these mechanisms. We remain optimistic that under the aegis of this fortified rescue culture many deserving debtors, especially companies worth saving, will live on to fight and trade and enrich the nation.125


UNDERSTANDING LEGAL AID IN THE CONTEXT OF THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE: A CASE OF TANZANIA
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ABSTRACT

Justice Levira demonstrates that effective administration of justice among other things, depends on the availability of legal aid services. It is not enough to have laws providing for legal aid services, it is equally important and necessary to have enforceable laws which accommodate both the legal aid services providers and the aided persons. Accessibility and affordability of the services is meaningful only if credible and accountable providers render quality services to the needs of the people in the administration of justice. The Judge, before making pertinent recommendations, also provides an instructive exposition of the Legal Aid Act, 2017 that regulates matters relating to coordination and provision of free legal aid and the conduct of paralegals in Tanzania Mainland.
INTRODUCTION

Legal aid as a term is not a new phenomenon in the administration of justice. It is among the pillars that provide for access to justice in terms of equality before the law, the right to counsel and the right to a fair trial. Technically, legal aid includes legal advice, representation and assistance in drafting of relevant documents and effecting service incidental to any legal proceedings. It also involves creating awareness through provision of legal information and law related education126. Thus in the administration of justice, legal aid service can be tested through five key elements: accessibility, affordability, sustainability, credibility and accountability127.

LEGAL AID AT INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

THE RIGHT TO LEGAL REPRESENTATION AS A HUMAN RIGHT

The genesis of legal aid can be traced from various international and regional instruments which have given obligations to member states to guarantee access to justice to its subjects. Among the basic international instruments are the United Nation Universal Declaration of Human Right (UDHR) of 1948128; International Covenant on Civil and Political Right (ICCPR) of 1966129; International Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)130 which protects the child who is in conflict with the law; International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of

Disrimination Against Women (CEDAW), which requires states to ensure that women are afforded assistance to access justice.131

The African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights (ACHPR)132 also imposes a responsibility on states to ensure people who are charged with criminal offences are accorded fair hearing that includes the right to be represented by counsel. The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (ACRCW)133 affords a child accused or found guilty of an offence, a right to dignity as a fundamental right and legal assistance. Furthermore, the Protocol to the African Charter on Human and People's Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa134 ensures women with an effective access to judicial and legal aid services. The Global Sustainable Development Goals, goal 16 provides for state obligations in ensuring Rule of Law and Access to Justice for all135.

The right to access justice and fair trial as enshrined in the above international and regional instruments are broadly interpreted to include a right to legal aid through assistance provided to people who are unable to afford legal representation and access to the court system. In realizing those important aspects, individuals need to be afforded the right to be represented whenever one's right is to be determined.

The challenge with the implementation of those rights in the administration of justice is whether the right to access justice and fair trial, should be treated as a right or not.

The practice in most countries and Tanzania in particular has been that, for a number of years legal aid is provided through Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), Faith Based Organizations and other institutions. Experience shows that these organizations are not fully funded by their states. In most cases, they depend on donor's funds to run their activities.

126 Section 2, the Legal Aid Act No 6 of 2016, Laws of Kenya
127 Section 3(a) specit
128 Article 11(1) “Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defense”.
129 Article (14)(3)(b) “In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees, in full equality: (b) To have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence and to communicate with counsel of his own choosing”.
130 Article 6(2) “To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of international instruments, States Parties shall, in particular, ensure that: (a) No child shall be alleged as, be accused of, or recognized as having infringed the penal law by reason of acts or omissions that were not prohibited by national or international law at the time they were committed; (b) Every child alleged as or accused of having infringed the penal law has at least the following guarantees:
131 Article 2 “States Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating discrimination against women and, to this end, undertake: (a) To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national constitutions in other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical realization of this principle; (b) To adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions where appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women; (c) To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination”.
132 Section 2, the Legal Aid Act No 6 of 2016, Laws of Kenya
133 Article 17 “Every child accused or found guilty of having infringed penal law shall have the right to special treatment in a manner consistent with the Child’s sense of dignity and worthy and which reinforces the child’s respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms of others”.
134 Article 2 “States Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating discrimination against women and, to this end, undertake: (a) To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national constitutions in other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical realization of this principle; (b) To adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions where appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women; (c) To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination”.
135 Article 7(1) (5) “Every individual shall have the right to have his cause heard. This comprises: (a) The right to defense, Including the right to be defended by counsel of his choice”. 136 Article 17 “Every child accused or found guilty of having infringed penal law shall have the right to special treatment in a manner consistent with the Child’s sense of dignity and worthy and which reinforces the child’s respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms of others.”
137 Article 7(1) (5) “Every individual shall have the right to have his cause heard. This comprises: (a) The right to defense, including the right to be defended by counsel of his choice.”
The assumption is that if the right to legal representation will be considered to be a human right, then states must assume full responsibility to fund legal aid.

LEGAL AID IN TANZANIA

Tanzania as a member state that has ratified international and regional instruments therefore, has an obligation to ensure that free access to justice and legal representation are guaranteed to its citizens. Tanzania, like many other countries apart from ratifying, has incorporated the international treaties by enacting a number of laws to ensure that there is equality before the law and protection of indigent persons through legal aid. In 1969 the Legal Aid (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1969 was enacted and provided for free legal services but only in criminal proceedings involving indigent persons charged with serious offences.

CONSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

The right to legal aid is construed under the provisions of the Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania (as amended from time to time) Article 13 (6) (b) states that “No person charged with criminal offence shall be treated as guilty of the offence until proved guilty of that offence.” This novel right is premised upon two important rights embodied in the Constitution that is: the right to be heard which is articulated under Article 13(6) (a) and the right to personal freedom and liberty provided for under Article 15(2).

Fair hearing presupposes that the parties, especially in complex matters (be it criminal or civil) should be able to appreciate what is transpiring in a court of law where technicalities become an integral part of the proceedings that make even the most intelligent members of society fail to properly follow the proceedings. Suffice to say, that the right to a fair hearing is interpreted to include affording the accused the right to be heard and defend his case fairly through obtaining legal aid. The state therefore is under obligation to ensure equal protection and equality before the law.

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT, CPR 20 (1992)

The context of the right to legal representation is also envisaged under section 310 of the Criminal Procedure Act, Cap 20 RE 2002 (CPA). For easy reference the respective provision states as hereunder that:

“Any person accused before any criminal court, other than Primary Court, may as of right be defended by an advocate of the High Court.”

Unfortunately, the provision above has for years been given a very narrow interpretation in the sense that legal services were conditioned upon those who had the means to engage the service of an advocate. For indigent persons, the service of a lawyer was only restricted to capital offences which had attracted severe punishment. This trend of cases which narrowly interpreted the gist and import of section 310 include the case of the Director of Public Prosecution vs. Arbogast Rugaimukamu [1982] T.L.R 139; and the case of Almasi Kalumbeta vs. the Republic [1982] T.L.R 329. The above cases do not speak for an indigent accused person who cannot afford to hire an advocate. This signifies, therefore, that under that narrow interpretation of scope and applicability of section 310 of the CPA, an indigent person is automatically excluded and thereby deprived of his fundamental right by the mere fact that he is poor. The true interpretation of section 310 of the CPA was well appreciated in the case of Lawrent s/o Joseph and Another vs. The Republic [1981] T. LR 351; where the Court of Appeal of Tanzania had a chance to discuss as to whether an indigent person is entitled to a right to legal representation in respect of capital and non-capital offences in view of section 3 of the Legal Aid (Criminal Proceedings) Act of 1969, (defunct law). The Court found that an indigent accused person had a right to free legal aid paid by the State in all cases whether capital or non-capital offences. This is the most iconic and yet outstanding precedent given by the most appellate court in the country which had finally acknowledged the true intent that can be gathered from section 310 of the Criminal Procedure Act and Section 3 of the Legal Aid (Criminal Proceedings) Act (supra).

It is good to note that the spirit behind this decision has been reflected in the current legal regime.
THE LEGAL AID ACT, 2017

In 2017, the Legal Aid Act \(^{141}\), was enacted to regulate matters relating to coordination and provision of free legal aid and conduct of paralegals in the Tanzania Mainland. This new law has repealed the Legal Aid (Criminal Proceedings) Act 1969, which was regulating provision of legal aid in capital offences only as shown above. The current law has introduced some provisions to regulate and coordinate legal aid services to indigent persons in both criminal and civil matters. It also recognizes paralegals as legal aid service providers. Since the law is still new, it suffices here to give an overview particularly in assessing its effectiveness towards the provision of legal aid to the indigent persons and to other people where justice requires.

SCOPE OF LEGAL AID UNDER THE LEGAL AID ACT, 2017.

Unlike the Legal Aid (Criminal Proceedings) Act \(^{142}\), the new Act has introduced a number of changes in terms of the nature of service, service providers, administrative organs and source of funding. The law has laid a wider perspective foundation of legal aid in terms of its accessibility\(^{143}\), affordability, sustainability, credibility and accountability.

ACCESSIBILITY

The primary focus of the law is to aid an indigent person to access justice without unreasonable impediments. The Act defines an indigent person to mean a person whose means are insufficient to enable him to engage a private legal practitioner and also includes other category of persons where the interest of justice so requires\(^{144}\). However, at the moment it is not only the indigent person who has the access to the legal aid service; the Act has introduced a wide range of circumstances which underline eligibility to legal aid. For instance, when there is a reasonable ground for initiating and defending the matter which attracts legal aid, where the matter is of public interest and in case of a civil matter, there must be a reasonable prospect of success\(^{145}\).

HOW TO ACCESS THE LEGAL AID

A person (an indigent) who intends to receive legal aid is required to approach the legal aid provider and apply for the service. The application will be assessed by the provider in accordance with the procedure envisaged by the law\(^{146}\). The service can be sought by the indigent himself or any person or institution on behalf of an indigent person\(^{147}\).

LEGAL AID IN CIVIL PROCEEDINGS:

The law provides for legal aid services to the indigent persons in civil matters. It provides that, where it appears to the Presiding Judge or Magistrate, that in the interest of justice a person should have legal aid and such person has insufficient means to enable him to obtain the legal service, the presiding Judge, Magistrate or any other adjudicatory board shall cause such person to obtain legal aid\(^{148}\). The Judge or Magistrate shall issue a certificate in the prescribed Form to either of the following: Permanent Secretary, Registrar, Assistant Registrar and to the legal aid service provider to provide legal aid\(^{149}\). This is a new development introduced by this law in a civil litigation.

LEGAL AID IN CRIMINAL MATTERS

The scope of the legal aid in criminal matters has been extended to all criminal cases in terms of the offences and offenders, unlike the previous position where the law covered capital offences only particularly murder, treason and manslaughter\(^{150}\). In the new law, where it appears to the presiding Judge or Magistrate in the interest of justice, that an accused person should have legal aid in preparation of his defense or appeal and his means is insufficient, the presiding Judge or Magistrate shall certify that the accused ought to have such legal aid. When the certificate is issued, the Registrar assigns to the accused an Advocate\(^{151}\).

LEGAL AID FOR CHILDREN IN CONFLICT WITH THE LAW

For those individuals charged with custody of children who are in conflict with the law, the law requires them to obtain legal aid immediately\(^{152}\). The legal aid provider is required to report to the Registrar for appointment of an Advocate to represent the child\(^{153}\). The legal aid provider upon receiving such information is required to treat the matter urgently and provide legal assistance with immediate effect\(^{154}\).

LEGAL AID FOR PERSONS IN CUSTODY

Persons in lawful custody include person detained in police stations or prisons under the supervision of a police officer in-charge or prisons officer in-charge respectively. These persons are entitled to receive legal aid under the law\(^{155}\). The law requires the respective

---

\(^{141}\) Act No 1 of 2017

\(^{142}\) 1969, Cap 21

\(^{143}\) This entails how easily the service can be reached and realized by people with insufficient means to their localities when it is needed.

\(^{144}\) Section 3 of the Legal Aid Act No 1 2017

\(^{145}\) Section 17 of the Act

\(^{146}\) Section 21 of the Act

\(^{147}\) Section 23 of the Act

\(^{148}\) Section 27 of the Act

\(^{149}\) Section 27(b) of the Act

\(^{150}\) Section 33 of the Act

\(^{151}\) Section 33 (1)(b) of the Act

\(^{152}\) Reg 35(1), Legal Aid Regulation

\(^{153}\) Reg 35(2), Legal Aid Regulation

\(^{154}\) Reg 35(3), Legal Aid Regulation

\(^{155}\) Reg 23 of the Act
officer to ensure that the person detained accesses legal aid service by performing the following duties:156 distributing application form to all people who intends to access legal aid service; collecting the duly filled application forms and prepare the list of names of person who require legal aid service; submitting the list and forms to the designated legal aid desk within a police station or prison and where necessary to the legal aid providers within the area; arranging a meeting of the persons in custody with Advocates, Lawyers or paralegal for the purpose of providing legal aid services; preparing a report indicating names of persons in custody who have accessed legal aid service; and submitting a copy of the reports to the Registrar.

Basing on the guidance above, the law has covered a wide range of procedure where persons in custody are entitled to legal aid services immediately after arrest, unlike the previous law where legal representation was provided at the trial stage.

AFFORDABILITY157

ELIGIBILITY FOR LEGAL AID

The service is free fee payment. The requirements set by the law to enjoy the legal aid service are very basic and common to any person. For instance, a person is eligible for a legal aid if in the opinion of the legal aid provider, he is an indigent person as the first criteria. Secondly, it will depend on the nature of the matter as the interest of justice may require; and the likelihood of winning a case158 or graveness of the offence. This appears to be an exception to the general rule, as it departs from the general requirement of the law aiming to cover mostly indigent persons.

CREDIBILITY159

Under the existing law, the legal aid service providers have the quality of being trusted and believed, in terms of their skills and knowledge. Their accreditations are determined as per the qualifications set by the law160; and the legal aid services they render to the people are monitored by special organs with the mandate to supervise the service.

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANS

In administration and coordination of the legal aid services, the law has established the National Legal Aid Advisory Board161 and the Registrar of the Legal Aid Providers under the Ministry of Legal Affairs162. The function of the Board involves: providing policy guidelines to legal aid providers; approving annual reports of the legal aid provider; and determining appeals from the decision of the Registrar.

The Registrar is responsible for legal aid matters in the Ministry. The main functions of the Registrar are: to register the legal aid provider; investigate complaint of malpractice, negligence, misconduct or disobedience against a legal aid provider; suspend or cancel registration of any legal aid provider; coordinate, monitor and evaluate the function of the legal aid provider and give general and specific direction for the proper implementation of legal aid programs; inspect any legal aid provider’s office with a view to satisfying himself on the type and quality of legal aid service offered; and determine disputes between legal aid provider other than Advocates and between legal aid providers and aided persons.

The Registrar is answerable to the Permanent Secretary who is the link between the Government and legal aid provider. Apart from the Registrar, the Permanent Secretary has power to designate for each region or district, a public officer within a district of a region to be the assistant Registrar and who is answerable to the Registrar163.

REGISTRATION OF THE LEGAL AID PROVIDERS AND PARALEGALS

The requisite qualifications for the registration of the legal aid provider are as follows: two advocates; one lawyer and two paralegals; one advocate and two paralegals; three paralegals who should furnish proof of affiliation with another legal aid provider which has an Advocate.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE PARALEGALS

Unlike the previous circumstances before the enactment of the current Act, where recruitment of paralegal was not guided by the law in terms of qualification, the Legal Aid Act has set the following qualification:164 any Bachelor’s degree in any discipline from an accredited institution, save for bachelor’s degree in laws; any diploma or certificate from an accredited institution; and any certificate of secondary education.

156  Reg 24, 25 and 27 opcit
157  In this the concentration is whether the ordinary people have the ability to afford the legal aid service irrespective of the individual’s financial position.
158  Reg 17 (d) of Regulations
159  In ascertaining the credibility of the legal aid service providers the criteria is whether they have the quality of being trusted and believed in terms of their skills and knowledge when rendering the services to the intended people.
160  Section 10 and 19 of the Act
161  Section 4 opcit
162  Section 6 opcit
163  Section 8(1) of the Act
164  Section 19 opcit
Paralegals undergo the following trainings: short course training for the period three to six months; certificate course; ordinary diploma courses. The duties of paralegals include: carrying out educational programs on legal matters; guiding aided persons to a proper forum or to access justice; assisting aided person in the procedure to obtain necessary legal documents and advising the conflicting parties to seek amicable settlement. However, paralegals are not supposed to engage in activities that are reserved for advocates. They are also not required to charge fees.

**SUSTAINABILITY**

The law in place has imposed various mechanisms which guarantee that legal aid service will be maintained over a period of time. Such mechanisms include material and financial support from the Chief Court Administrator or the Judicial Fund which is yet to be established by the Chief Justice of Tanzania. The current position, therefore, entails that any advocate acting as a legal aid provider upon incurring special expenditure may submit his claim to the Chief Court Administrator.

The new law has also widened the scope to access legal aid service for people in remand or custody. It is established by the law to serve the people who are in need of legal service.

The service is also intended to be maintained in all districts and regions where the majority of ordinary citizen can seek legal assistance. The law has not only imposed obligations on the legal aid service providers but has also sanctioned some of their conduct. With all the circumstances, there is an assurance that legal aid service is not a short term basis program but rather it is a going concern.

**COSTS OF CASES UNDER LEGAL AID SERVICE**

Generally, the issue of costs has been waived against the aided person when he loses cases in civil proceedings. There are some exceptional circumstances where an aided person may be subjected to costs. The costs can arise in the following circumstances: where the aided person causes the other party to incur unnecessary costs; unreasonable refusal to negotiate a settlement or participate in alternative dispute resolution; and misleading or deceitfully conduct. Where costs are awarded against the aided person, the legal aid provider is not liable for the payment of such costs. In case an aided person is awarded costs the legal aid provider is entitled to a right to recover the costs from such awards.

**OFFENCES UNDER THE LEGAL AID ACT, 2017**

Offences created under the Act include: charging a fee from an aided person; rendering of legal service without qualifications; misuse of funds of the legal aid; and impersonation (pretense). Where it is proved that the above offences were committed, the offender can be subjected to a fine ranging from one to ten million Tanzanian Shillings or an imprisonment sentence of not more than twelve months or both.

**BEST PRACTICES OF LEGAL AID SERVICES**

**LEGAL AID IN KENYA (LEGAL AID ACT 2016)**

**NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICE**

Kenya has a National Legal Service, a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common seal. Its functions among others includes: to establish and administer a national legal aid scheme that is affordable, accessible, sustainable, credible and accountable; to provide grants in aid for specific schemes to various voluntary social service institutions; to implement legal aid services; to take appropriate measures to promote legal literacy and legal awareness among the public and in particular, educate vulnerable sections of the society on their rights and duties; to assign legal aid providers to persons granted legal aid; to administer and manage the Legal Aid Fund; and to coordinate, monitor and evaluate paralegals and other legal service providers. It also gives general directions for the proper implementation of legal aid programs.

**LEGAL AID FUND**

The Legal Aid Act of Kenya, established a fund which consists of: moneys allocated by Parliament for the purposes of the Service; any grants, gifts, donations, loans or other endowments given to the Service; such funds as may vest in or accrue to the Service in the course of the exercise of its powers or the performance of its functions; and moneys from any other lawful source accruing to the Fund. The fund is used to: defray the expenses incurred in the representation of persons granted legal aid; pay the remuneration of legal aid providers.
for services provided; meet the expenses incurred by legal aid providers in providing services; and meet the expenses of the operations of the Service.177

SERVICES RENDERED UNDER THE ACT.

Legal aid in Kenya is not open to all matters but is restricted to civil matters, criminal matters, children matters, constitutional matters and matters of public interest.178 A person is eligible to receive the services if he is indigent and is a citizen of Kenya; a child; a refugee; a victim of human trafficking; or an internally displaced person.179

The following matters are not covered by legal aid: civil proceedings of a company, corporation, trust, public institution, civil society; Non-Governmental Organization or other artificial person; in matters relating to tax; in matters relating to the recovery of debts; in bankruptcy and insolvency proceedings; and in defamation proceedings.

LEGAL AID IN NIGERIA (LEGAL AID ACT, 2011)

Like the law in Kenya, Nigeria through the Legal Aid Act, established the Legal Aid Council with the responsibility of providing legal aid, advice and access to justice in respect of persons entitled thereto180.

SCOPE OF LEGAL SERVICE

The grant of legal aid, advice and access to justice is provided in three broad areas namely: criminal defense service; advice and assistance in civil matters including legal representation in court; and community legal service subject to merits and indigence tests for the parities181.

FINANCIAL ASPECT OF LEGAL AID

The law has established the Legal Aid General Fund for the day to day administration of the Council. The money is appropriated annually by the National Assembly and sometimes it is provided by the Government of each State of Nigeria.

ENTITLEMENT TO LEGAL AID

In Nigeria, a person is eligible to access legal aid only if his income does not exceed the national minimum wage. However, in exceptional circumstances, the Governing Board may approve giving legal aid on contributory basis to a person whose income exceeds ten times the national minimum wage. Such contribution is refundable from the costs of the case.

TESTING MEANS OF PEOPLE

The law has underscored that in ascertaining the means of any person, the personal and real property must be taken into account.

LEGAL AID IN SOUTH AFRICA (LEGAL AID SOUTH AFRICA ACT, 2014).

LEGAL AID SOUTH AFRICA

Legal aid in South Africa is governed by the Legal Aid South Africa Act182 which established Legal Aid South Africa,183 governed by a Board established under section 6 of the Act. The objects of Legal Aid South Africa are to: render or make available legal aid and legal aid advice; provide representation to persons at state expense; and provide education and information concerning legal rights and obligations.

FINANCE OF LEGAL AID SOUTH AFRICA.

The funds of Legal Aid South Africa consist of money appropriated by Parliament, and money received from any other source.184 It must be budgeted for, managed and accounted for, in terms of the Public Finance Management Act.185

LEGAL AID BY DIRECTION OF COURTS IN CRIMINAL MATTERS186

A court in criminal proceedings may only direct that a person be provided with legal representation at state expense by considering: the personal circumstances of the person concerned; the nature and gravity of the charge on which the person is to be tried or of which she or he has been convicted; whether any other legal representation at state expense is available or has been provided; and any other factor which court deems fit to take into account. The court may direct Legal Aid South Africa to conduct an evaluation and prepare a report that recommend whether or not the person concerned qualifies for legal representation. The legal aid applicant bears the onus of showing that he or she is unable to afford the costs of his or her own legal representation. He has the responsibility of cooperating fully during investigation conducted by Legal Aid South Africa.187

---

177 Section 30 op cit
178 Section 35 opcit
179 Section 36 opcit
180 Section 1 Legal Aid Act, 2011 Laws of Nigeria
181 Section 7(1) and second schedule opcit
182 Section 2 of the Act
183 Section 6 of the Act, No. 39 of 2014
184 Section 21 of the Act, No. 39 of 2014
185 Act, No. 1 of 1999
186 Section 22 of the Act, No. 39 of 2014
187 Section 22(6) of the Act
LEGAL AID IN UNITED KINGDOM (LEGAL AID ACT, 2011)

In the United Kingdom, there is a Legal Services Commission (LSC). It is an executive non-departmental public body of the Ministry of Justice that is responsible for the operational administration of legal aid in England and Wales. Legal Services Commission is responsible for annual budget to run legal aid services. It was established under the Access to Justice Act 1999 and in 2000 replaced the Legal Aid Board (founded on 30 June 1949). The Commission is sponsored by the Ministry of Justice and helps to protect the fundamental rights of the individual and addresses problems that contribute to social exclusion. Its work is overseen by an independent board of commissioners.

The Legal Services Commission is responsible for the development and administration of two service programmes: the Community Legal Service (CLS), which provides services under the Community Legal Advice (CLA); and the Criminal Defence Service (CDS).

The Community Legal Advice aims to improve access to quality information and help for civil legal problems, in fields such as family, debt and housing law. It provides direct legal advice services to the public through its Community Legal Advice website and helpline, and also provides advice centre offices for low-income individuals and families, who are referred to participating solicitors and advice agencies that are certified through the Community Legal Advice’s Quality Mark scheme.

The Criminal Defence Service provides free legal advice and representation for people facing criminal charges who are unable to pay for legal help. This is supplied through criminal solicitors’ offices and the Public Defender Service.

LEGAL AID: PERSONAL PERSPECTIVES

As a Judge, I have come across different cases involving represented and unrepresented parties. More often unrepresented parties fail to defend their cases properly. They encounter legal challenges in drafting court documents and procedural technicalities during trial. As a result, most of them either lose their rights or delay to realize their rights owing to ignorance of the law.

Parties who are provided services by non-lawyers or advocates in preparation of legal documents also encounter difficulties in defending their pleadings and making meaningful submissions before the Court. Before the enactment of the current legal aid law, the accused (indigent person) had no representation in the preliminary stages immediately after the arrest. Owing to that impediment, therefore, there were procedural irregularities in terms of extracting cautioned statements and the manner through which identification parades were conducted.

For instance: most of the cautioned statements were extracted out of the prescribed time by unqualified police officers; and identification parades were conducted in the absence of the accused’s relatives or legal representatives, hence, unnecessary objections in the course of conducting trials. At times after determination of those objections, it led the Court to expunge the document from the court’s record.

Cultural affiliation is a setback which attracts unequal treatment among the aided persons. The legal aid providers easily empathize with the emotions of women and children in weighing their problems as tormenting than those of men. In some areas, men are marginalized under the pretext that they are capable financially and women are weak. In a number of cases that I have attended, no parties were represented in the preliminary stages. Eventually most of the cautioned statements and identification parade registers were rejected. Sometimes this led to acquittal of the accused persons as the said statements formed the basis of prosecution evidence.

The other observation is that Advocates assigned briefs to represent accused persons facing serious offences are inadequately paid as compared to the service they provide. Poor payment affects the quality of service rendered by Advocates as they do not take seriously the assigned cases in terms of preparation. Consequently, it causes a miscarriage of justice to the aided parties.

CHALLENGES UNDER THE NEW LEGAL AID LAW OF TANZANIA.

Basing on the above experience, it is anticipated that there are some challenges to be encountered in the administration of justice due to the following:

a) the law does not specifically set as a requirement for paralegals to hold a certificate or diploma in law consequently, the legal aid service expected to be rendered will be limited;

b) the law does not set a yard stick as to who is an indigent person. It poses a potential difficulty to ascertain in a precise manner, as to who is entitled to legal aid and the nature of means test to be applied;

c) delay to establish a special scheme to fund legal aid services will paralyze the implementation of legal aid services. Currently, there is no dedicated National Legal Aid Fund and specific budget;
d) the law does not define what amounts to “special expenditure” in that regard therefore, it 
paves a way for the Chief Court Administrator to exercise his discretionary powers arbitrarily. 
The law imposes obligations on the Chief Court Administrator to take care “special expendi-
ture” but there is no budgetary allocation to the Judiciary specifically for legal aid. 
e) The superior language of Courts is Enlish and most of the laws are in English, a language which 
is not spoken by the majority of the people; and 
f) despite the improvement made by the newly enacted law, it is anticipated that language bar-
rier will hinder the smooth implementation of legal aid services. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSION 

Effective administration of justice among other things, depends on the availability of legal 
aid services. As has been demonstrated above, it is not enough to have laws providing for 
the legal aid services, it is equally important and necessary to have enforceable laws which 
accommodate both the legal aid services providers and the aided persons. Accessibility and 
affordability of the services will be meaningful only if credible and accountable providers 
render quality services to the needs of people in the administration of justice. This will be 
possible if there is a well-established financial scheme to support the legal aid service for its 
sustainability. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

Legal aid service providers should endeavor to build public awareness on the existence of the 
new law and availability of legal aid services. The State should establish a special National 
Legal Aid Fund for legal aid services. The law should set minimum legal qualifications for 
paralegals. Public awareness on the existence of legal aid services should also be given 
maximum attention. 

Experienced lawyers should represent aided person in complex matters. Regular trainings 
should be provided to stake holders and there must be a change of cultural attitude in 
providing legal aid services. Unemployed law graduates should also be recruited by the state 
to render legal aid services to society. 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

It high time the East Africa Community Partner States, adopted best practices from other 
jurisdictions to improve the quality of legal aid services to the vulnerable groups. State 
authorities should also take deliberate measures to ensure that legal aid services are given 
priority. 

It is also recommended that the right to legal aid should acquire a status of human right 
to ensure proper administration of justice to all people and State authorities assume full 
responsibility to fund legal aid services within their countries for the smooth administration 
of justice.
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ABSTRACT

The paper highlights an overview of among others, the role, membership, management and related issues in the East African Legislative Assembly (Assembly). The Assembly, is endowed with an oversight, representative and legislative mandate. It plays its oversight and representative role by: regularly addressing regional matters and conducting debates on reports thereon; making budgetary approvals and appropriations; and parliamentary articulation of issues. In exercise of its representative function, the Assembly also receives and considers petitions, conducts public hearings and undertakes sensitization and outreach programmes that enhance public awareness about integration. The legislative mandate is executed through the passing of Bills.
INTRODUCTION

The Assembly is the legislative Organ charged with among other mandates, under the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community (Treaty), the following: debating and approving the budget of the Community\(^\text{189}\); considering annual reports of the Community\(^\text{190}\); liaising with the national assemblies of the Partner States on matters relating to the Community\(^\text{191}\) and discussing all matters pertaining to the Community\(^\text{192}\). Put simply, the Assembly has a legislative, oversight and representative mandate. In that context, it is an important structure in matters relevant to the efficient functioning of the Community. The Assembly plays its oversight and representative role by regularly addressing regional matters and conducting debates on reports thereon; conducting budgetary debates, approvals and appropriations; and parliamentary articulation of issues. Relatedly, the Assembly adopts a number of recommendations to the Council of Ministers and Partner States aimed at improving the overall performance of the Community in the implementation of the integration agenda.

The legislative role is executed through the passing of Bills which is shared with the Summit of EAC Heads of State that assent to such Bills.

MEMBERSHIP

In terms of membership, the Assembly currently comprises of fifty four elected members who are elected by the National Assemblies of the Partner States. In this context, Article 50 (1) of the Treaty provides that:

“The National Assembly of each Partner State shall elect, not from among its members, nine members of the Assembly, who shall represent as much as it is feasible, the various political parties represented in the National Assembly, shades of opinion, gender and other special interest groups in that Partner State, in accordance with such procedure as the National Assembly of each Partner State may determine”

Accordingly, representation in the Assembly is as much as feasible, reflective of diverse backgrounds such as gender, interest groups and varying shades of opinions among others. Besides the elected members, there are also eight ex-officio members consisting of the Ministers responsible for regional co-operation from each Partner State, the Secretary General and the Counsel to the Community (ex officio members). Such is the requirement of Article 48 (1) of the Treaty on membership of the Assembly. Given its diverse and unique nature, membership in the Assembly is not grouped by political parties and therefore, unlike national legislatures, there is no majority or opposition in the Assembly.

RULES OF PROCEDURES AND STANDING COMMITTEES

The Assembly is empowered to make its own Rules of Procedure and to constitute Committees\(^\text{193}\). The current Rules of Procedure of 2015 provide for six Standing Committees, but the Assembly, may also appoint Select Committees when need arises. The Committees are: the Committee on Accounts; the Committee on Legal, Rules and Privileges; the Committee on Communication, Trade and Investment; the Committee on Agriculture, Tourism, Natural Resources; the Committee on Regional Affairs and Conflict Resolution and the Committee on General Purpose. The composition and leadership of each of these Committees is equally shared in rotation among the Partners States.

MANAGEMENT OF THE ASSEMBLY

The Commission is the governing body of the Assembly established under Section 3 of the Administration of the East African Legislative Assembly Act, 2012 (EALA Act). The Commission pursuant to Section 4 of the EALA Act is responsible for among others: (a) organizing and managing the business and programs of the Assembly; (b) nominating Members of Standing and other Committees; (c) making recommendations to the Council on terms and conditions of service of Members of the Assembly; (d) recommending to the Council the appointment of the Clerk and other officers of the Assembly; (e) causing to be prepared in each financial year, estimates of revenue and expenditure for the Assembly for the next financial year; and performing such other functions as may be necessary for the well-being of the Members and staff of the Assembly, so as to ensure the effective and efficient functioning of the Assembly.

The Commission is chaired by the Speaker and composed of the Chairperson of the Council of Ministers who is an ex-officio Member and two Members of the Assembly from each Partner State elected by the Assembly.

\(^{189}\) Article 49(2)(b) Treaty
\(^{190}\) Article 49(2)(c) op cit
\(^{191}\) Article 49(2)(a) op cit
\(^{192}\) Article 49(2)(d) op cit
\(^{193}\) Article 60 Treaty
With regard to matters of administration, the Clerk is the administrative head of the Assembly. He is responsible for the following functions: (a) is the head of the Assembly’s administration and Secretary to the Commission; (b) render expert advice for the Members of the Assembly on parliamentary procedure and practice; (c) is responsible to the Chairperson of the Commission for the general working and efficient conduct of the business of the Commission and the Assembly; (d) ensure that proper books and records of the Assembly are kept.

SPEAKER OF THE ASSEMBLY

Article 55 of the Treaty, provides that the Speaker is elected on rotational basis by the elected Members of the Assembly from amongst themselves to serve for a period of five years. The functions of the Speaker include: (a) presiding over the sitting of the Assembly and taking part in its proceedings in accordance with the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly; (b) chairing the Commission which is the governing structure of the Assembly and the Board of Trustees of the East African Parliamentary Institute.

MEETINGS OF THE ASSEMBLY

Article 55 (1) of the Treaty prescribes that the meetings of the Assembly shall be held at such times and places as the Assembly may decide. This is further emphasized by Rule 10 (5) of the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly. In practice, the Commission determines the place and time of the Sitting. In that context and in compliance with Article 55 (1) and (2) of the Treaty and Rule 10 of the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly, the Chairperson of the Committee on Legal, Rules and Privileges moves Motions for Resolutions of the Assembly to sit at the place determined by the Commission.

LEGISLATED FOR THE COMMUNITY

The Assembly’s basic accomplishment has been legislating for the Community. This legislative process is undertaken through enactment of Bills some initiated or introduced through motions by any Member of the Assembly provided that such a motion relates to the functions of the Community in accordance with Article 59 (1) of the Treaty. Bills may also be introduced by the Council of Ministers which is the policy organ of the Community in accordance with Article 14 (5) (b) of the Treaty. As noted, Article 59 of the Treaty prescribes a restriction on Bills in the context that the Assembly does not:

194 Section 24 (b) of the Administration of the East African Legislative Assembly Act, 2011 provides that one of the main functions of the Office of Clerk is to render expert advice to Members of the Assembly on parliamentary procedure and practice.

195 Article 59(2).

196 Article 63(4) Treaty.

197 EALA Strategic Plan 2019-2024 pg 15.
The Protocol Establishing the Pan-African Parliament does not provide for a legislative role among this African Union organ’s powers and functions.

LEGISLATIVE ACHIEVEMENTS

The Assembly’s broad role in legislating for the Community over the years it has been in existence, is already on record and needs to be appreciated in the context of the Partner States ambitions in advancing the integration agenda. To start with and consistent with the pillars of integration in the Treaty, the Community has already established a Customs Union, a Common Market and made substantial progress with the Monetary Union. This state of affairs therefore requires the laying of a strong and effective legislative mechanism to support the developments and further operationalization of these pillars of integration. The Assembly plays a critical role in this endeavor. It is on this basis that the Assembly has since inauguration in 2001 been able to enact a number of basic fundamental laws such as:

a) The East African Community Interpretation Act 2003; An Act of the Community to make provisions in regard to the construction and interpretation of any enactment of the Community, and to make certain general provisions with regard to such law and for other like purposes;

b) The Acts of the Community Act 2003; An Act that provides for the form and Commencement of Acts of the East African Community, for the Procedure following passing of Bills and for other related matters; and


In respect of organizational development, the laws that have been enacted in this regard include:

a) The East African Legislative Assembly (Powers and Privileges) Act 2003; An Act that declares and defines powers, privileges and immunities of the Assembly and of the Members of the Committee of the Assembly, regulate admittance to the precincts of the Assembly, secure freedom of speech in the Assembly, provide for summoning of witnesses and protection of officers of the Assembly and provide for related matters; and

b) The Summit (Delegation of Powers and Functions) Act 2007; an Act of the Community that makes provision for the delegation of the powers and functions of the Summit;

c) The East African Legislative Assembly Members Election Act 2011; An Act of the Community that makes provision for election of the members of the and provide for other related matters; and

d) The East African Community Parliamentary Institute Act, 2012; An Act to establish the East African Parliamentary Institute and provide for other related matters; and

e) the annually enacted Appropriation Acts that make appropriation out of the East African Community Budget to the service of the financial year ending 30th June as approved by the Assembly on the recommendations of the Council.

Besides the foregoing, the Assembly has also enacted laws to support Partner States’ policy and legal harmonization with the integration agenda. These laws include:

a) The East African Community Customs Management Act 2004; an Act of the Community that makes provisions for the management and administration of customs and related matters;

b) The East African Community Competition Act 2006; An Act of the Community to promote and protect fair competition in the Community, to provide for consumer welfare, to establish the East African Community Competition Authority and for related matters;

c) The East African Community Standardization, Quality Assurance, Metrology And Testing Act 2006; an Act of the Community to make provision for ensuring standardization, quality assurance, metrology and testing of products produced or traded in the Community in order to facilitate industrial development and trade; to make provision for ensuring the protection of the health and safety of society and the environment in the Community; to establish the East African Standards Committee and the East African Accreditation Board and to provide for related matters;

d) The East African Community Vehicle Axle Load, Act; an Act of the Community to make provision for the control of vehicle loads, harmonized enforcement, institutional arrangements for the Regional Trunk Road Network within the Community and to provide for other related matters;

e) The East African Community One Stop Border Posts Act 2016; An Act of the Community to provide for the establishment and implementation of one stop border posts in the Community, and for other related matters;

f) The East African Community Elimination of Non-Tariff Barriers Act, 2017. An Act of the Community to provide for the elimination of non-tariff barriers in the Community and to provide for other related matters; and

g) The East African Community Budget Act 2008: an Act of the Community that provides for and regulates the budgetary process of the Community and for other related matters.
PRECEDENCE OF COMMUNITY LEGISLATION

The precedence of Community legislation is set out in the provisions of the Treaty. Accordingly, Article 8 (4) of the Treaty provides that Community organs, institutions and laws shall take precedence over similar national ones on matters pertaining to the implementation of the Treaty. It follows that once enacted, published and gazetted Community laws when in force become binding on the Partner States and override national laws in matters related to the implementation of the Treaty.

CHALLENGES

Notwithstanding the achievements at least with regard to the legislative mandate, a few hurdles still persist. These hurdles include logistical shortcomings to enable the Assembly and relevant Committees discharge work strictly in conformity with annual legislative programmes; and the perceived Council’s slow and protracted initiation of Bills198. There is also the perceived Partner States’ reluctance in conferring precedence of Community laws over similar national laws.

Beyond that, the Assembly has been criticized for the gaps in the electoral procedures of its representatives. This is because the elections of members is carried out by National Parliaments of the Partner States as prescribed in the Treaty but this puts into question the legitimacy of the representatives. Besides that, there is no Community-wide uniformity in the electoral process because each Partner State is empowered to employ its own electoral laws, rules and regulations when electing the representatives199.

The indirect electoral process of the elected members of the Assembly, in a liberal democracy such that of the Community, is perceived to undermine the principles of popular participation and individual sovereignty200. Relatedly, the implementation of such indirect elections has overtime given rise to litigation. As an example, in Application 8/2017 arising from Reference 5/2017 Wani Santino Jada Vs. Attorney General of the Republic of South Sudan, Speaker of the Parliament of the Republic of South Sudan and Secretary General of the East African Community,201 the East African Court of Justice was petitioned by the Applicant over concerns that Article 50(1) of the Treaty may not have been followed in the election of the nine Republic of South Sudan nominees202 to the 4th Assembly.

The Court consequently issued an injunctive order restraining the Assembly from administering the oath of office or recognizing the nominees from the Republic of South Sudan pending the hearing of the application inter parties.

Litigation relating to the implementation of Article 50 of the Treaty is not unique to the Republic of South Sudan nominees, for in the case of the Democratic Party and Mukasa Mbidde v Secretary General of the East African Community & Attorney General of Uganda199 the Applicants alleged inaction of the Government of the Republic of Uganda and its Parliament to amend the Rules of Procedure of Parliament, 2006 for the election of Uganda’s representatives to the Assembly as earlier directed by the Constitutional Court of Uganda202. The Applicants further contended that the intention to conduct elections of the Assembly Members under those un-amended Rules contravened the Treaty in as far as the rules discriminated and limited the freedom and right of the Democratic Party and its members to associate in vying for election as representatives of the Assembly. They sought orders to have the Government of the Republic of Uganda and its Parliament conform to the provisions of Article 50 of the Treaty.

The East African Court of Justice found that Uganda’s 2006 Rules did not conform to the Treaty and restrained the Parliament of the Republic of Uganda from conducting the elections unless and until it amended the impugned Rules to conform to Article 50 of the Treaty.

The ground breaking litigation on the import of Article 50 of the Treaty, however, was the case of Prof. Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o & 10 others v Attorney General of Kenya & 2 Others203, the Claimants sought an interpretation and application of the Treaty, regarding the validity of the nomination and election of Kenya’s nine (9) representatives to the Assembly. The Claimants contended that Kenya’s National Assembly did not undertake an election within the meaning of Article 50 of the Treaty and that the Election Rules made by Kenya’s National Assembly (The Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community (Election of Members of the Assembly) Rules 2001) for the purpose of conducting the said elections infringed the provisions of Article 50. Evidence was adduced to show that the National Assembly only approved names submitted by two political parties. The East African Court of Justice held that the bottom line for compliance with Article 50 is that the decision to elect is a decision of and by the National Assembly; however the evidence adduced led to only one conclusion, namely that the National Assembly of Kenya neither undertook nor carried out an election within the meaning of Article 50 of the Treaty.

---

198 The Council has a legislative programme, however, the process of initiating Council Bills is very consultative and involves interactions with various stakeholders. As a result the Council is perceived to be relatively slow in generating Bills for the Assembly to enact.


200 It is the electorate who should confer sovereignty on elected representatives who, in turn, make laws on behalf of the electorates as is the case in the European Parliament.

201 EACJ Application 8 of 2017.

202 EACJ Ref No 6 of 2011.


204 EACJ Ref No 1 of 2006.
Recent challenges for the Assembly, however, have related to issues within its own rules more so because it is a rule based organization that is expected to abide with all applicable laws.

To this extent in Hon. Dr. Margaret Nantongo Zziwa Versus the Secretary General of the East African Community Appeal No. 2 of 2017-The Appellate Division of the East African Court of Justice ruled in favour of the former Speaker of the Assembly, Hon. Dr. Margaret Nantongo Zziwa (Appellant) and ordered that she be awarded special damages with interest. This was a result of her illegal removal from the office of the Speaker of the Assembly by her peers but which the Court found was an infringement of Articles 53 and 56 of the Treaty. By way of background, the Appellant, was in June 2012 elected as the Speaker but subsequently removed from that office by her peers. She contested the legality of her purported removal from office.

When addressing the doctrine of separation of powers, the Court was in complete agreement with the jurisprudence from the superior courts of the Partner States, from which may be distilled the principle that the doctrine of separation of powers is only sacrosanct where the independent organs of the State concerned are acting within the law. That any State organ or institution that marches out of step with the law is liable to be brought in line by the courts with the sword of checks and balances.

The above case addressed a number of procedural issues that the Assembly had not followed and as such, it is hoped that this will prevent any such irregularities from being occasioned again. In its judgement, the Court also clarified that: “We are of the firm opinion that the full effectiveness of East African Community Laws including the Treaty and the protection of the rights granted by such laws requires the Court to grant effective relief by way of appropriate remedies in the event of breach of such laws.” In addition, the Appellate Court held that Articles 23(1) and 27(1) of the Treaty do not confine the Court’s mandate to mere interpretation of the Treaty and the making of declaratory orders but confer on the Court, being an international judicial body, as an aspect of its jurisdiction, the authority to grant appropriate remedies to ensure adherence to law and compliance with the Treaty.

The Court having scrutinized evidence adduced by parties in support of their respective cases, faulted the Applicant’s advocate for producing evidence deposed by himself which offended the rules of evidence. In the premise, the Court held that such evidence amounted to hearsay evidence which could not be relied upon in the determination of the matter before it. Given the foregoing, the Court found that the Reference was not supported by any evidence. In the result, the Court was not satisfied that the election of the Speaker contravened Articles 53(1) or 57(1) of the Treaty, or Rule 12(1) of the Assembly’s Rules of Procedure and therefore, the Reference was dismissed.

CONCLUSION

The East African Legislative Assembly Strategic Plan 2019-2024 that was launched by the Rt Hon Speaker of the Assembly proclaims as its theme: “Timely legislation, representation and oversight by a strong and vibrant Assembly in order to effectively contribute to accelerating a people centered and market-driven integration. Given such a bold Strategic Plan, a lot is now expected of the Assembly in executing its mandate. It may be recalled, though, that at paragraph 119 of the judgement in EAC Reference 17 of 2014 Hon Margret Zziwa Vs Secretary General of the East African Community, the East African Court of Justice observed in its conclusion of that matter that there is need for the Assembly to relook at its House and Committee procedural rules and address lacunae that could cause confusion in its legislative function. It may be high time that the Assembly, to better achieve its mandate, does such a relook not only in respect of the legislative but also its oversight and representative functions as well.

In the Attorney General of the Republic of Burundi versus the Secretary General of the East African Community & Hon. Fred Mukasa Mbidde (Intervener), EAC Reference No. 2 of 2018, the Applicant sought inter alia declarations that: the Speaker of the 4th Assembly was elected in violation of Rule 12(1) of the Assembly Rules of Procedure and Articles 6(d), 7(2), 53(1) and 57(1) of the Treaty; nullification of the said election; and an order for re-election of the Speaker in accordance with the Rules of Procedure, especially relating to quorum. This case gravitated around the Assembly’s compliance with the legal regime applicable to the election of a Speaker and as such the bone of contention between the parties was what (if any) was the quorum of the House for purposes of the election of a Speaker. The Court found that such matter depicted a question of fact that must be established by cogent evidence.
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